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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report presents the findings of an independent performance review of Wine Australia. This review has 

assessed how well Wine Australia has met its obligations to levy payers and other stakeholders, as set out in 

its Funding Agreement 2015–19 with government, and in the Wine Australia Act 2013 (Wine Australia Act).  

The review involved start-up meeting with Wine Australia staff followed by a desktop review of a large number 

of relevant documents – policies and procedures, plans, reports, evaluations etc. (listed in Appendix 1). A 

series of consultations was then undertaken, either face-to-face or by telephone, with 53 stakeholders: Wine 

Australia Board and management, the Winemakers’ Federation of Australia, Australian Vignerons, State and 

regional associations, individual wineries and grapegrowers, the Department of Agriculture and Water 

Resources, the Council of Rural R&D Corporations and research providers. A dedicated website was 

developed and communicated so that all stakeholders had the opportunity to make a submission to the review 

if they so desired. 

The review has found that Wine Australia is a well-managed, high-performing organisation. There is no 

evidence of Wine Australia having failed to fulfil, or being at risk of not fulfilling, all of the obligations required 

by its Funding Agreement with the Commonwealth or the Wine Australia Act. It is generally well regarded by 

stakeholders, has strong relevant key performance indicators, has met the vast majority of its targets over the 

period and reports in a meaningful way. Its export assistance and regulatory functions are especially regarded 

by the sector as are its market insights activities.  

A high-level summary of the review findings against the terms of reference is provided below. 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE  SUMMARY 

Assess the performance of Wine Australia in 

meeting its obligations under the Wine Australia 

Act and the Funding Agreement with the 

Commonwealth 

Wine Australia has met all of its obligations under the 

Wine Australia Act and the Funding Agreement. Wine 

Australia has a very strong focus on and systematic 

approach to managing compliance risk. 

Assess Wine Australia’s development and 

implementation of its Corporate Plan (Strategic 

Plan), Annual Operational Plan, Risk 

Management Plan, Fraud Control Plan and 

Intellectual Property Management Plan, and Wine 

Australia’s effectiveness in meeting the priorities, 

targets and budgets set out in those plans 

The Strategic Plan and annual operational plans 

(AOPs) have been developed through extensive 

consultation and are very comprehensive. There is 

clear line-of-sight of priorities, targets and financials 

from strategic plan to AOPs and through to annual 

reports. Risk management, fraud control and 

intellectual property plans are robust, reviewed and 

actively followed. 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE  SUMMARY 

Assess the efficiency with which Wine Australia 

has carried out these plans 

Wine Australia has diligently and efficiently carried out 

its plans. Its efficiency in carrying out its plans is not 

easily judged but can be assessed (in part) by the 

support it has from stakeholders and how well its plans 

are implemented (see point below). The organisation is 

generally well regarded by stakeholders and has met 

the vast majority of its targets over the period (see 

below). As noted above, its export assistance and 

regulatory functions are especially regarded by the 

sector as is its market insights activities.  

Assess the efficiency and effectiveness of Wine 

Australia’s investments 

A measure of the efficiency and effectiveness of Wine 

Australia’s investments is the organisation’s ability to 

meet its planned targets. Wine Australia’s investments 

in marketing, RD&E and its regulatory functions have 

predominantly met targets as detailed in performance 

evaluation reports. The majority of targets have been 

rated as ‘achieved’ with some assessed as ‘in progress 

/ partially achieved’ with a small number being ‘not 

achieved’.  

Assess the delivery of benefits to the sector 

foreshadowed by those plans, including an 

assessment of the degree to which Wine 

Australia’s investments have met the needs of the 

sector 

Wine Australia uses a robust methodology to assess its 

delivery of benefits to the sector and community in 

general. The assessment shows that Wine Australia’s 

investments are delivering substantial benefits. This 

view is formed from the basis that: 

 Wine exports and prices have been increasing 

(although this cannot be entirely attributed Wine 

Australia) 

 Perceptions of the quality of Australian wine in 

export markets has been increasing 

 The results from the two sets of impact 

assessments demonstrate that Wine Australia’s 

RD&E activities are delivering significant value to 

sector.   

 

The review has identified several areas in which improvements might be made to the performance of Wine 

Australia. Most of these improvements relate to how Wine Australia should report on its performance to 

stakeholders. Eleven draft recommendations are made. These are listed below, and each is rated either: 

 Critical: should be implemented as a matter of urgency in order for Wine Australia to meet its legal and 

regulatory obligations. 
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 Important: actions that are expected to deliver significant benefits to the organisation and sector. 

 Better practice: expected to deliver incremental performance improvements. 

Please note that recommendations are listed as they appear in the report, not in their order of importance.  

It is noteworthy that no recommendations are rated as ‘critical’. 

 

 RECOMMENDATION PRIORITY 

1 The Wine Australia Board should consider an externally-facilitated Board performance 

review during the life of each Board, perhaps at the two-year mark. 

Better 

practice 

2 The Board of Wine Australia should consider discussing with government the convention 

by which the appointment of the CEO of Wine Australia is ratified by Cabinet. 

Better 

practice 

3 Wine Australia should continue with its current evaluation processes for Priority 2 of the 

Strategic Plan but also continue to look for additional measures to allow comparison of key 

practices and costs with competitive countries. 

Important 

4 Wine Australia should publish quantitative data showing its RD&E investment portfolio 

balance in each of its AOPs (indicative planned), annual reports (actual for the year) and 

performance evaluation reports. 

Better 

practice 

5 Wine Australia should review the way it manages extension and adoption of R&D 

outcomes and consider whether a more structured approach is required. 

Better 

practice 

6 Wine Australia should upgrade its evaluation framework, in association with the 

development of the next Strategic Plan, to provide much more detailed information about 

how monitoring, evaluation and reporting will be conducted. 

Important 

7 Wine Australia should take the opportunity from the future availability of a levy-payer 

register to enhance its direct engagement with grapegrowers, and in particular, to continue 

to build its relationship with inland associations. 

Better 

practice 

8 Wine Australia should consider enhancing its performance reporting by developing case 

studies or other mechanisms for making outcomes more relatable to the average levy 

payer. 

Better 

practice 

9 Wine Australia should make all documents relevant to performance reporting, including 

detailed impact assessments, available on its website in a separate, clearly identified 

‘Performance Evaluation’ section. 

Better 

practice 

10 Wine Australia should continue to report publicly the benchmarked measures of its 

marketing and promotion activities against the results from prior years. It should also 

investigate how measures of marketing and promotion activities can be incorporated into 

structured impact assessment methodology of RD&E projects for ex-post assessment, 

Better 

practice 
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 RECOMMENDATION PRIORITY 

either using the existing methodology or investigating development of an economic partial 

equilibrium model. 

11 Wine Australia should consider broadening its annual stakeholder survey to collect more 

information on stakeholder perceptions of its performance. 

Better 

practice 
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

  

The Act Wine Australia Act 2013 

AGWA Australian Grape and Wine Authority 

AICD Australian Institute of Company Directors 

AWRI Australian Wine Research Institute 

CRRDC Council of Rural Research and Development Corporations 

CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 

DAWR Department of Agriculture and Water Resources (C’th) 

ERWSP Export and Regional Wine Support Package 

GI Geographical indication 

GVP Gross value of production 

KPI Key performance indicator 

MAG Marketing Advisory Group 

Package Export and Regional Wine Support Package 

PGPA Act Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013 

RD&E Research and development (and extension) 

(R)RDC (Rural) Research and Development Corporation 

SARDI South Australian Research & Development Institute 

WET Wine Equalisation Tax 

WFA Winemakers’ Federation of Australia 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE REVIEW 

Clause 12 of the Funding Agreement 2015-19 between the Commonwealth Government and Wine Australia 

requires Wine Australia to engage an independent organisation to complete a comprehensive review of its 

performance six months prior to the end of the agreement, namely by 2 December 2018. 

The terms of reference of the performance review were to assess: 

1. The performance of the Wine Australia in meeting its obligations under the Wine Australia Act and the 

Funding Agreement with the Commonwealth 

2. Wine Australia’s development and implementation of its Corporate Plan (Strategic Plan), Annual 

Operational Plan, Risk Management Plan, Fraud Control Plan and Intellectual Property Management 

Plan, and Wine Australia’s effectiveness in meeting the priorities, targets and budgets set out in those 

plans 

3. The efficiency with which Wine Australia carried out those plans 

4. The efficiency and effectiveness of Wine Australia’s investments, and 

5. The delivery of benefits to the sector foreshadowed by those plans, including an assessment of the 

degree to which Wine Australia’s investments have met the needs of the sector. 

The performance review focuses on the timeframe of 2 June 2015 to 30 June 2019. 

1.2 REVIEW METHODOLOGY  

The following approach was taken to the review. Note that the desktop review, consultation and reporting 

stages were overlapping. 

1. Inception meeting: an inception meeting involving the CEO, General Manager Corporate Affairs and 

Strategy, Communications Manager and the consulting team was held in Adelaide shortly after the project 

start. The meeting addressed the scope of the project, Wine Australia input requirements (including 

access to documentation, personnel, stakeholders to be interviewed), output and reporting requirements 

and finalisation of timeframes. The consultants were also provided with background on Wine Australia 

and the wine sector.  

2. Establishment of communication channels: a simple dedicated website for the review was established 

with the URL www.wineaustreview.org. The site comprised a single page explaining the background to 

the review and detailing the terms of reference. The site also provided an email address 

(submissions@wineaustreview.org) by which any stakeholders could provide a submission to the review 

or seek further information. The purpose of the site was to provide a communication channel with 

stakeholders that was clearly independent of Wine Australia. 

The website and the review itself were publicised by Wine Australia through its various email newsletters. 

Despite this, no submissions had been received via the designated email address by the cut-off date. 

http://www.wineaustreview.org/
mailto:submissions@wineaustreview.org
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3. Desktop review: a large number of relevant documents were made available to the consultants via a 

secure portal and were progressively reviewed. A list of the documents reviewed is provided in Appendix 

1. 

4. Consultation: a list of interviewees for the review was drawn up in consultation with Wine Australia. The 

list included individuals from among the Wine Australia executive team and other managers, the Board, 

Winemakers’ Federation of Australia (WFA), Australian Vignerons, State and regional wine associations, 

individual wine and grape-growing businesses, the Department of Agriculture and Water Resources 

(DAWR), the Council of Rural R&D Corporations (CRRDC) and service providers to Wine Australia 

(research agencies, consultants and others). Given the large number of individual associations and 

businesses, Wine Australia was asked to provide a long list from which a sample was drawn by the 

consultants, to provide a cross-section of different regions, business sizes and types and focus of 

individual interviewees (for example, marketing or R&D).   

The majority of the Wine Australia, DAWR and research provider interviews, and some others, were 

conducted face-to-face depending on practicality. The remainder were conducted by telephone. A semi-

structured questionnaire was used as the basis for discussions. Interviewees were assured that their 

comments would be treated in confidence and, if reported, would be presented in way that did not allow 

the source to be identified. 

A total of 53 individuals were interviewed, comprising (with number of people interviewed in brackets): 

 Wine Australia management: (8) 

 Wine Australia Directors: (8 - all members of the Board) 

 National peak bodies: (3)  

 State and regional associations: (5) 

 Other winemakers and vignerons: (14) 

 DAWR: (4) 

 CRRDC: (1) 

 Research providers and viticulturalists: (10 – from four organisations). 

Names of the individuals interviewed have not been provided in order to protect confidentiality. 

5. Presentation of interim findings: the interim findings from the review were presented to four of the 

members of the senior executive, including the CEO, in order to test the findings for accuracy and 

completeness. Interim findings were also discussed with the Wine Australia Board at its September 2018 

meeting. 

6. Report preparation: the draft report was submitted to the Wine Australia Board and to DAWR. Feedback 

on the draft was considered by the review team and changes made where required to correct factual 

errors. The final report was then completed. 
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2. OVERVIEW OF WINE AUSTRALIA 

2.1 LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

The Australian Grape and Wine Authority (AGWA) was established on 1 July 2014 under the Australian Grape 

and Wine Act 2013. AGWA took over the research and development (R&D) functions of the Grape and Wine 

Research & Development Corporation and the marketing and regulatory functions of the Wine Australia 

Corporation, previously the Australian Wine and Brandy Corporation, also a government authority. 

In 2017, AGWA changed its name to Wine Australia through the Australian Wine and Grape Authority 

Amendment (Wine Australia) Act 2017 and the Australian Grape and Wine Authority Act 2013 was amended 

to become the Wine Australia Act 2013 (referred to as ‘the Act’ throughout the remainder of this report). 

Section 7 of the Act sets out the functions of Wine Australia, namely to: 

 Identify wine and grape R&D requirements; 

 Coordinate or fund R&D activities; 

 Monitor, evaluate and report on those activities; 

 Assess and report on the impacts of R&D activities; 

 Facilitate adoption and extension of R&D outcomes; 

 Implement, facilitate and administer programs in relation to wine, cider and related tourism as directed by 

the Minister; 

 Administer grant programs in relation to wine as directed by the Minister; 

 Control the export of grape products from Australia; 

 Promote the consumption and sale of grape products in Australia and overseas; 

 Carry out other functions conferred upon it by the Act, Regulations or other law; and 

 ‘Do anything incidental to, or conducive to, the performance of any of the above functions. 

Essentially, this sees Wine Australia responsible for the wine sector’s collective research, development and 

extension (RD&E), marketing and regulatory activities. The latter is a unique role among rural research and 

development corporations (RRDCs). There is a question as to whether there exists a structural conflict of 

interest between Wine Australia’s marketing and regulatory arms. This is discussed further in section 6.4 of 

the report. 

Among the 15 Australian RRDCs, Wine Australia is one of five ‘statutory’ bodies, the other ten being ‘industry-

owned corporations’. Statutory RRDCs are essentially government agenc ies established under legislation 

(Wine Australia is the only one of these to have its own act; the remainder are established under the Primary 

Industries Research & Development Act 1989). There have been discussions among wine sector participants 

about the desirability of moving towards an industry-owned model for Wine Australia. Whilst this would offer 

greater control by the wine sector over important elements such as the appointment of directors and the 

number of staff, it would mean surrendering Wine Australia’s regulatory function, which many in the sector are 

strongly opposed to doing. This is discussed further in section 6.4 of the report. 

Statutory RRDCs are required to meet the finance and administration provisions of the Public Governance, 

Performance and Accountability Act 2013 (PGPA Act) and associated instruments such as various Rules. 
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Since 2015, statutory RRDCs have been required to enter into formal funding agreements with the 

Commonwealth. Prior to this time, funding agreements were only a feature of the industry-owned RRDCs. The 

Funding Agreement 2015-19 between the Commonwealth and Wine Australia imposes a small number of 

obligations upon Wine Australia that are not present in the Act or the PGPA Act, such as the requirement for 

this independent performance review. To a large extent, however, provisions within the Funding Agreement 

are covered by the other documents. 

2.2 FUNDING 

Two levies support Wine Australia’s activities: 

1. The grape research levy is paid by a processing establishment on behalf of the grape grower. The 

rate of the levy is $2.00 / tonne of winegrapes crushed, of which $1.984 is remitted to Wine Australia 

by the Commonwealth (the remaining $0.016 to Plant Health Australia). 

2. The wine grapes levy, payable on grapes produced in Australia for the production of wine. The person 

who owns the grapes when the wine making process begins is liable for the levy. The wine grapes 

levy rate is stepped by tonnage, ranging from $200 plus $5.00 / tonne for up to 10 tonnes, through to 

$248,880 plus $5.40 per tonne for over 40,000 tonnes. The wine grapes levy has three components: 

Plant Health Australia ($0.024 / tonne), research & development ($4.976 / tonne) and marketing 

(varying between $200 (fixed) for the first 10 tonnes to $0.40 / tonne for tonnage over 40,000). 

The grape research levy and the R&D component of the wine grapes levy are matched dollar-for-dollar by the 

Commonwealth Government to a cap of 0.5 per cent of the wine sector’s gross value of production (GVP), that 

is, ‘the gross value of production, for that financial year, of the goods that are produce of the grape industry 

and the wine industry’1. 

Notably, both levies are set at a fixed amount per tonne rather than by value. This presents at least three 

problems. First and most important, all other factors being equal, the real value of levy income streams 

gradually reduces over time by CPI (Figure 1). Second, there is a gradual erosion of the ability of the sector to 

capture the full available amount of matching government R&D contributions to the 0.5 per cent cap. Third, the 

two levies are a greater imposition on growers of lower value bulk grapes and on all participants when prices 

are low and can be least afforded.  

Wine Australia does not segregate the two R&D levies for expenditure on ‘viticulture’ versus ‘oenology’ R&D 

activities. The levies and matching contributions are pooled and allocated to the areas of RD&E considered to 

offer the greatest benefit to the sector overall through a balanced portfolio approach. This is sensible, as many 

wine sector businesses pay both levies, and the benefits of investment in one group of levy payers readily 

transfer to the other. 

 

                                                      

 

1 Sec 32B of the Act 
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Figure 1: Wine grape and grape research levy – nominal and real terms 2005/06 to 2017/18 

Source: Wine Australia 

 

Exporting wine businesses also pay the wine export charge. This charge is also stepped, between 0.20 per 

cent of total annual free on board (FOB) value between $0 and $20 million and 0.05 per cent of value over $70 

million. The wine export charge is collected by Wine Australia where it is used to fund export support services 

and some international promotion activities. 

Wine Australia’s regulatory activities are funded on a cost-recovery basis through activity-based fees. A 

proportion of the cost of its marketing activities is met through voluntary contributions from wine businesses, 

regional associations and State governments. 

In January 2017, Wine Australia entered into an agreement with the Commonwealth Government to deliver 

the first of two phases of the $50m Export and Regional Wine Support Package (ERWSP). Government 

announced the ERWSP as part of the 2016 Budget, when it also announced a major reform of the Wine 

Equalisation Tax (WET) Rebate. The first phase of the Package delivered a business plan, the implementation 

has been the subject of phase 2, for which the Commonwealth and Wine Australia entered into a new 

agreement in December 2017. The two phases have added significantly to the funding available to Wine 

Australia for marketing in 2016/17 – 2019/20 financial years. 

A summary of Wine Australia’s revenue and expenditure over the review period is presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Key financial figures for Wine Australia, 2014/15-2017/18 

$M 2014/15* 2015/16* 2016/17* 2017/18^ 2018/19^ 

Total revenue 36.651 38.307 43.982 57.000 58.900 

Total industry contributions 17.525 18.231 20.205 18.900 19.600 
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$M 2014/15* 2015/16* 2016/17* 2017/18^ 2018/19^ 

Grape research levy 3.392 3.445 3.772   

Wine grapes levy 11.795 11.563 13.495   

Wine export charge 2.338 3.223 2.937   

Australian Government matching contributions 12.080 12.105 12.034 12.000 13.500 

Other grants from Government 0.314 0.148 3.023 18.100 16.800 

Sale of goods and rendering of services 6.097 7.097 7.441 7.100 7.200 

Rental income 0.184 0.206 0.237   

Research & development expenditure refunds 0.043 0.144 0.664   

Interest 0.365 0.294 0.298   

Other 0.043 0.081 0.080 0.900 1.800 

Total expenditure 36.627 37.404 40.345 59.000 67.800 

Total equity position 8.578 9.481 13.119   

Source: *Annual Reports 2015-16, 2016-17 and ^AOPs 2017-18 and 2018-19 (forecasts) 

 

Figure 2 shows the impact of the ERWSP on Wine Australia’s expenditure mix over the review period.  
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Figure 2: Estimates of expenditure by activity 2015/16 to 2018/19 

Source: Forecast from AOPs 

 

Whilst RD&E accounted for just over 60 per cent of expenditure in 2014/15, it was forecast to represent 41 per 

cent of expenditure in 2018/19 with the addition of the ERWSP (Figure 3 and Figure 4Figure 4). Marketing now 

almost equates to RD&E in Wine Australia, at least in expenditure terms. 

 

 

Figure 3: Expenditure mix 2015/16 

Source: Forecast from AOP 
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Figure 4: Expenditure mix 2018/19 

Source: Forecast from AOP 
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3. OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

[This section is provided not as a definitive reference on the wine sector but, rather, to put the period of the 

review into context. Significantly favourable or unfavourable conditions can shape stakeholders’ perceptions 

of the performance of their sector bodies and are taken into account by the review.] 

3.1 SECTOR SNAPSHOT 

Australia is the world’s fifth largest wine producer and exporter. The wine sector contributes over $40 billion 

annually to the Australian economy. Sixty percent of Australia wine is exported. Wine exports were valued at 

$2.6 billion in 2017. 

Australia’s wine grape production extends over 135,000 hectares. The total winegrape crush in 2017 was 1.98 

million tonnes, producing around 1.37 billion litres of wine. Over half the national crush was in South Australia 

(Figure 5) 2. 

 

 

Figure 5: Winegrape crush by state / region, 2017 

Source: Wine Australia 

 

                                                      

 

2 Wine Australia 2017, Australian wine sector 2017 at a glance 
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Wine Australia maintains a register of geographical indications (GIs) for Australian wines, which are defined 

and protected under law. The GIs comprise 28 zones, 65 regions and 14 sub-regions. For example, in South 

Australia there are eight zones and 18 regions. 

The major varieties grown in Australia, by vineyard area, are Shiraz (30 per cent), Cabernet Sauvignon (18 

per cent), Chardonnay (16 per cent), Merlot (six per cent) and Sauvignon Blanc (five per cent). Red wine 

accounted for 58 per cent of production in 20173. 

3.2 TRENDS IN PRODUCTION, PRICES AND MARKETS 

The wine sector enjoyed a period of very strong growth in the decade to 2007. From 2007, though, its sales 

volume and value sharply declined, due to a ‘perfect storm’ of the global financial crisis, a fall in demand for 

Australian wine in key markets and a generally strong Australia dollar. Domestic demand growth was also slow 

and imports increased. An oversupply of Australian wine driven by earlier growth led to volume and price 

pressures. Between 2007 and 2013, export volumes dropped from 786 million litres to 686 million litres and 

export value from $3 billion to $1.8 billion. Exports to the US were most affected, falling from $960 million to 

$360 million. 

Since 2013, the sector has progressively recovered in volume and value. By 2017, the value of exports had 

grown by 15 per cent to $2.56 billion and volume by eight per cent to 811 million litres. Importantly, the average 

value of exported wine grew by seven per cent to $3.16 per litre free on board (FOB)4.  

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show export performance over the last two decades5. 

 

                                                      

 

3 Wine Australia 2017, Australian wine sector 2017 at a glance 

4 Wine Australia 2018, State of the sector report. Uniquely Australia: Fresh, authentic, exciting 

5 Peter Bailey (Wine Australia) 2018, Current export performance for Australia wine (presentation to Exporter Update)  
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Figure 6: Australian wine exports by volume and value, 1991/92 to 2017/18 

Source: Wine Australia 

 

 

Figure 7: Average value of Australian wine exports, 1991/92 to 2017/18 

Source: Wine Australia 
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3.3 SECTOR ISSUES AND DEVELOPMENTS 

Apart from supply and demand concerns, the major issue faced by the sector over the period was the reform 

of the Wine Equalisation Tax (WET) Rebate. This reform was announced by the Australian Government in the 

2016 Budget following extensive sector consultation. Its purpose was to stop rorting and misapplication of the 

rebate, which had the effect, among other things, of delaying the correction of the wine supply / demand 

imbalance6. Enabling legislation for the amended WET Rebate took effect from July 2018. 

The savings to government from the WET Rebate reform were partly redistributed to the wine sector in the 

form of the $50 million ERWSP (described in section 2.2). 

 

 

                                                      

 

6 Dossor 2016, Wine equalisation tax rebate, Budget Review 2016-17 

https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/rp/Budge

tReview201617/Wine#_ftn17, accessed 7 November 2018 

https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/rp/BudgetReview201617/Wine#_ftn17
https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/rp/BudgetReview201617/Wine#_ftn17
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4. THE BOARD AND GOVERNANCE 

4.1 STRUCTURE OF THE BOARD 

Under the Wine Australia Act 2013, the Board comprises a Chair and between five and seven non-executive 

directors. The 2015-18 Board had a full complement of eight directors, as does the new Board, appointed as 

this report was being prepared (September 2018). 

The Chair is appointed by the Minister for Agriculture & Water Resources following consultation with current 

directors and the representative organisations (WFA and Australian Vignerons). Other directors are appointed 

by the Minister following a selection process. An ‘Authority Selection Committee’ is constituted, comprising a 

Presiding Member selected by the Minister and up to four other members, nominated by the representative 

organisations and appointed by the Minister. The Selection Committee develops a list of potential directors to 

a number specified by the Minister plus a supplementary list of persons considered suitable for a director role. 

The Minister has discretion to accept or reject any of the names put forward and to request the Committee to 

provide additional names. 

The Committee must be satisfied that any person nominated for directorship has expertise in at least one of 

12 fields (including grape growing, wine making and marketing) listed in section 14(2) of the Act. The duration 

of a director’s appointments is up to three years as specified in the instrument of appointment. The previous 

Board had been appointed for a three-year term that expires on 30 September 2018. The current Chair’s 

appointment ends on 30 June 2020. 

The Board may appoint a Deputy Chair. 

Since the commencement of operations of the Australian Grape and Wine Authority in July 2014 the following 

director appointments have been made: 

 The first board of the new organisation was appointed, with an Acting Chair, by the Minister for a term of 

twelve months. The Acting Chair (who remains the Chair) was the only director on the new board to have 

been on the board of one of the predecessor organisations. 

 The terms of the directors other than the Chair were extended until September 2015. 

 The current Chair was appointed for a two-year term from July 2015 to June 2017. 

 A new Board, including three of the previous directors, was appointed for three years from October 2015 

to September 2018. 

 The current Chair was appointed for a further three-year term to June 2020. 

 The current Board was appointed in September 2018. 

The history of board appointments is significant, because the 2015-18 Board – including four of directors from 

the previous board – was appointed after the development of the Strategic Plan 2015-2020. Having half the 

Board lack ownership of the organisation’s guiding document three months after it begins to be implemented 

is not ideal. Furthermore, there is nothing in the Act preventing all or a majority of the current directors except 

the Chair being replaced at any appointment round. The current Board includes five new and two ongoing 

directors in addition to the Chair. 

Whilst it is beyond the powers of Wine Australia to change this situation, we feel obliged to make the 

observation that the board selection process represents sub-optimal governance. At the least, director 
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appointments should be managed so that no more than half the directors retire at the same time, to ensure 

greater continuity of the Board and its committees. One option would be to change to four-year director terms 

with an appointment process every two years.  

4.2 BOARD PRACTICE 

The dynamics of the 2015-18 Board were reported to be generally very constructive and the standard of 

governance to be very high. In fact, several directors with extensive commercial experience interviewed for 

the review observed that standards of probity were considerably more robust than those they had experienced 

on the boards of large for-profit companies. 

An in-camera session, where staff are asked to leave the room, is a standing item at the end of each Board 

meeting agenda. There is a very conservative posture on conflict of interest. Charters and other governance 

documents are clear and are reviewed regularly. There is a structured induction process for new directors, 

driven by the Chair, including visits to representative bodies, AWRI, other R&D providers and other key 

stakeholders. 

The Board has met five to six times per year. The great majority of meetings have been held in Adelaide but 

in 2017/18 the Board met twice in regional locations. The Chair is described as highly facilitative, civil and 

collaborative and, whilst contributions are sometimes robust, Board conversations are constructive and 

inclusive. All members of the 2015-18 Board were highly respected by stakeholders. 

The Chair meets periodically with individual directors to review their performance over the previous 12 months 

and identify any actions that may need to be taken. This is consistent with the Australian Institute of Company 

Directors’ (AICD’s) observation that it is usual practice for Boards to run an evaluation every year, although 

the AICD also notes that every three to four years the process should be externally facilitated7. How a program 

such as this should be applied in a situation where the board is substantially rotated every three years is open 

to discussion. The Wine Australia Board might consider, in addition to its normal annual reviews, an externally-

facilitated Board evaluation at the two-year mark in the life of the Board. This would incorporate an appraisal 

of each of the committees and of the Board and Committee Chairs. 

 

Recommendation: The Wine Australia Board should consider an externally-facilitated Board performance 

review during the life of each Board, perhaps at the two-year mark. 

 

4.3 COMMITTEES 

There are four committees of the Wine Australia Board: 

1. Audit; 

                                                      

 

7 Board evaluation and director appraisal – Board performance, AICD Director Tool, 2016 
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2. Marketing; 

3. Remuneration; and 

4. Research, Development and Extension (RD&E). 

The committees are small (two to four members) and none include any external members. The Board Chair 

sits on the Marketing, Remuneration and RD&E Committees and chairs Remuneration. 

The function and composition of the Audit Committee are dictated by provisions of the PGPA Act and Orders. 

Wine Australia’s Audit Committee meets these provisions. It comprises three Directors. The Chair of the Audit 

Committee of the 2015-18 Board was a highly experienced executive of a global wine company (the new Chair 

is not yet known). 

The Marketing Committee comprises four Directors. The General Manager Marketing and CEO attend all 

meetings. The Committee receives input from a Marketing Advisory Group (MAG), established in 2017 by 

Wine Australia, WFA and Australian Vignerons to provide advice in relation to Program 1 of the ERWSP. The 

MAG plays a ‘sense checker, validation’ role. The MAG is chaired by the GM Marketing and comprises nine 

sector personnel. It meets three times per year although the marketing team interacts with individual members 

far more frequently as needed. 

The Remuneration Committee comprises the Chair and Deputy Chair of the Board. It makes 

recommendations to the Board on the organisational structure and human capability required to meet strategic 

objectives, including recruitment, retention, training and diversity; corporate culture; remuneration; and 

performance management. 

The RD&E Committee of the 2015-18 Board comprised the three Directors with the strongest RD&E 

experience (the third member, the Board Chair, only joined the Committee during 2017/18). The charter of the 

RD&E Committee is to advise the Board on sector needs and investment priorities in RD&E and data insights, 

and on progress towards meeting these priorities. The RD&E Committee was an important one for this Board 

because, by most accounts, the Board took a greater interest, and had a more substantial skill set, in marketing 

than it did in RD&E. This may have changed with the appointment of new Directors in 2018.  

The Committee meets five times per year for half a day, usually two to four weeks before the Board meeting. 

The General Manager RD&E (and the Manager Data Insights as required) participate in the meetings. The 

role of the RD&E Committee in Wine Australia’s RD&E management is described further in section 6.1.2. 

The RD&E Committee had three very capable members with vast sector experience and all are continuing on 

the new Board. The Committee also benefits from the input of both the WFA Research Advisory Committee 

(RAC – see section 6.1.2) and Wine Australia management. The option of appointing an external member to 

the Committee was considered by the Board but was put on hold pending review of the composition of the new 

Board. 

 

Board committees overall appear to operate effectively, proving an appropriate level of devolution of matters 

for Board consideration to smaller groups that can provide a higher degree of scrutiny. Relationships between 

the committees and management are reported to be constructive. 
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4.4 RISK MANAGEMENT AND COMPLIANCE 

The Board has a duty under section 16 of the PGPA Act to ‘establish and maintain an appropriate system of 

risk oversight and management for the entity’. 

Like all statutory RRDCs, there are very high compliance requirements of Wine Australia. General Counsel 

maintains a detailed list of all statutory and other obligations. She and the General Manager Corporate Services 

have systematic processes in place to ensure compliance measures are assigned to responsible parties and 

embedded in annual calendars. 

The Australian National Audit Office (ANAO), Wine Australia and its internal auditor develop an annual audit 

strategy for Wine Australia’s financial statements. Compliance assurance reports in respect to sections 6 and 

7 of the Funding Agreement have been completed by the independent auditor each year of the review period. 

Wine Australia has a comprehensive Risk Management Plan (2017/18) created in January 2017 and an 

associated Risk Register which appears to be updated regularly (most recently in August 2018). 

4.5 MANAGEMENT TEAM 

Wine Australia has a Chief Executive Officer (CEO) rather than an Executive or Managing Director, as is the 

case for the other statutory RRDCs. It was noted during consultations that the CEO’s position needs to be 

ratified by Cabinet. This requirement (due to convention, not legislated) has reportedly resulted in significant 

delays in the appointment of the CEO of Wine Australia. Such delays can cause uncertainty for the organisation 

and have the potential to dissuade or disenfranchise good candidates who may not be prepared to enter into 

such processes. The requirement for Cabinet approval is unusual given the mechanisms for appointment of 

chief executives of other statutory RRDCs. 

 

Recommendation: The Board of Wine Australia should consider discussing with government the convention 

by which the appointment of the CEO of Wine Australia is ratified by Cabinet. 

 

There are seven members of the senior leadership team in addition to the CEO: 

 Manager Market Insights; 

 General Manager (GM) Marketing; 

 GM Corporate Affairs and Strategy; 

 GM ERWSP and Information Technology; 

 General Counsel; 

 GM RD&E; and 

 GM Corporate Services. 

Wine Australia employed 89 people at 30 June 2018 (compared with 68 the preceding year). It is noted that 

the additional roles relate to the implementation of the $50m Package and are contract based.  

Adelaide has the largest number of staff and there are offices in Sydney, London, San Francisco and Shanghai. 

The Australian-based marketing team is largely located in the Sydney office, which was established by the 
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Wine Australia Corporation prior to its merger with AWGA at least partly to avail the organisation of a deeper 

pool of marketing talent. A significant presence in Sydney also helps to counter occasional views that Wine 

Australia is ‘SA-centric’ (although given that over half the Australian winegrape crush occurs in SA, it is not 

unreasonable that Wine Australia would be based in Adelaide). 

However, not all are convinced that having a separate Sydney office is the best arrangement for Wine Australia 

(see section 0). 

Wine Australia has a strong focus on gender equality and actively applies a Gender Equality Accountability 

Framework. The gender split as at the end of June 2018 is shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Gender split in Wine Australia staffing, June 2018 

 ALL EMPLOYEES SENIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM MANAGERS 

Female 64 (72%) 3 (38%) 13 (50%) 

Intersex and unspecified 0 0 0 

Male 25 (28%) 5 (62%) 13 (50%) 

Source: Wine Australia 

 

4.6 CORPORATE PERSONALITY AND CULTURE 

There is a very strong sense that the culture within Wine Australia is very positive. Underpinning the culture 

are five values and five ‘signature behaviours’. The five values are: 

 Integrity; 

 Trust; 

 Creativity; 

 Commercial focus; and 

 Conviviality. 

The five signature behaviours that ‘give life’ to those values are: 

 ‘Think one team’; 

 ‘Talk straight’; 

 ‘Positives not negatives’; 

 ‘Stop, think and ask why’; and 

 ‘Be commercial’.   

These values and behaviours appear to be genuinely held and modelled from the Board, CEO and executive 

team down through the organisation. Wine Australia is clearly viewed as a ‘great place to work’, with an 

authentic Chair and CEO, and staff turnover is low. 
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There are always some differences in culture between R&D and marketing groups in industry organisations 

that deliver both functions, and Wine Australia is no exception. Marketing teams tend to regard themselves as 

more commercial and less bureaucratic; R&D managers will emphasise what they see as their more robust 

processes and greater accountability. In Wine Australia’s case the geographic separation between the 

marketing group in Sydney and R&D / regulatory groups in Adelaide emphasises this divide to some extent. 

There were some suggestions of mild tensions between the Adelaide and Sydney from the staff interviews for 

this review, but it is also clear that the executive works hard to ensure the greatest integration possible between 

the two offices. The CEO and General Managers visit the Sydney office frequently and the GM Marketing 

attends the Adelaide office almost weekly. 

It is noted from organisation documentation, and discussions with directors, staff and stakeholders that the 

corporate persona of Wine Australia is more marketing than RD&E-orientated. In many ways this is 

understandable given the difficult position of the sector at the commencement of the period. This marketing 

orientation has been further influenced by Wine Australia taking carriage of the ERWSP and by the make-up 

of the 2015–18 Board. With a new board and over time it is anticipated that the focus may adjust. 

Sharing of information is a high priority within the organisation. The CEO records a weekly video update for 

staff. Board papers (with confidential matters such as financials and minutes redacted) are made available to 

staff. Staff are encouraged to telephone or speak directly to colleagues, whether in the same office or interstate, 

rather than using email. 

From the outside, Wine Australia staff and directors are held in very high regard. Staff are described as highly 

capable, professional, accessible and collaborative. The CEO and other members of the Senior Leadership 

Team travel frequently to meet grapegrowers, winemakers and other stakeholders in person, and this is highly 

valued. 
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5. PLANNING AND REPORTING 

5.1 OVERVIEW 

Wine Australia’s planning and reporting functions are highly prescribed by the Funding Agreement, the Act, 

the PGPA Act and the PGPA Rule 2014.  

There are three principal documents:  

 The five-year strategic plan (referred to as the ‘corporate plan’ in the Act and Funding Agreement); 

 The annual operational plan (AOP); and 

 The annual report. 

The Australian Grape and Wine Authority (Wine Australia) Strategic Plan 2015–2020 (Strategic Plan) spans 

much of the period of this review. There have also been three AOPs prepared and two associated annual 

reports (at the time of writing this report, the Annual Report for 2017–18 has been approved by the Minster but 

has yet to be tabled). 

5.2 STRATEGIC PLAN 

Wine Australia’s requirements in relation to strategic and operational plans are covered by section 10 of the 

AWGA Funding Agreement 2015-19 (FA) and division 1, section 31 of the Act.  

Sections 10.1 to 10.3 of the Funding Agreement deal with the requirements in relation to the program 

framework which must be maintained by Wine Australia. Section 10.6(b) states that the corporate (strategic) 

plan must be consistent with the program framework. Section 10.8 also states that in developing a new 

corporate plan (or varying an existing one) a consultation plan must be developed. However, the development 

of the strategic plan and completion of the Funding Agreement were ‘intertwined’ so that the program 

framework and the consultation plan could not be completed before the strategic plan was finalised. 

The order of pertinent events was: 

 AGWA commenced consultation with the sector in relation to the strategic plan in late 2014, well before 

the Funding Agreement (which references the program framework) had been finalised. 

 A meeting between AGWA and DAWR in relation to the Funding Agreement took place on 28 October 

2014. At this meeting AGWA sought clarification in relation to the program framework – which the 

Department actioned to provide. 

 The strategic plan was delivered to the Minister on 30 April 2015. 

 On 4 May 2015, the Assistant Director, RDC Governance within DAWR wrote to AGWA to advise that 

‘Our intention is not to require RDCs to duplicate material in the strategic (R&D) plan, AOP and other 

relevant documents, but the department does need to be able to identify that those requirements have 

been met. We have re-examined AGWA’s 2015-16 AOP and the 2015-20 Strategic Plan and are satisfied 

that the information in these plans satisfies the requirement for a program framework’.   

 The Minister wrote to AGWA on 29 May 2015 saying he had approved the Funding Agreement, which 

the Chair subsequently signed, by which time the strategic plan was already finalised and was in the 

process of being implemented. 
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Consequently, while a formal program framework and consultation plan may not have been prepared per se, 

the Department acknowledged that the intent of both had been covered.  

Sections 10.6 to 10.11 of the Funding Agreement detail a range of factors including the scope of the plan, 

consultation required in the formation of the plan and variations to the plan. Strategic plans must be approved 

by the Minister in writing. There is of course considerable overlap and consistency between section 31 of the 

Act and section 10 of the Funding Agreement. 

Discussions with Wine Australia management and representatives of DAWR have confirmed that all 

obligations listed within the Funding Agreement in relation to the strategic plan have been met.  

As noted above, AGWA released the Strategic Plan 2015–2020 by 1 May 2015 as required. The interim Board 

(which was appointed until 30 September 2015) oversaw the extensive consultations and plan development 

that led to the inaugural five-year strategic plan. New members of the Board were then appointed from 1 

October 2015. We understand that the appointment of some new directors at the time when the strategic plan 

had been recently approved required that new board members be brought to an understanding of the new 

plan.  

The Annual Report 2015/16 states that ‘The Strategic Plan was developed following extensive consultation 

with grapegrowers, winemakers, sector bodies, government and other key stakeholders. The consultation 

undertaken in developing the plan is further detailed in the plan itself. It is also noteworthy that Wine Australia 

released the AGWA Strategic Plan 2015–2020 Discussion Paper in order to stimulate discussion with the 

grape and wine community as the plan was being developed. It is evident that Wine Australia did consult widely 

in the development of its Strategic Plan and this was acknowledged by sector representatives interviewed for 

this review. 

The inaugural five-year strategic plan is a very clear, concise document. It details the two key priorities (‘Priority 

1: Increasing demand and the premium paid for all Australian wine’ and ‘Priority 2: Increasing competitiveness’) 

and the 12 strategies that form the backbone of the plan.  

In summary, the Strategic Plan 2015–2020: 

 Provides a clear and simple executive overview; 

 Describes its four primary sources of funding; 

 Outlines Wine Australia’s roles and responsibilities and its relationship with key stakeholders 

(grapegrowers, winemakers, government, research providers, international regulators, wine trade, media 

and consumers); 

 Establishes Wine Australia’s overarching goal; 

 For each priority and strategy, outlines the various programs that Wine Australia will operate and lists 

high-level measures of success (key performance indicators); 

 Outlines how Wine Australia’s strategic priorities and RD&E program areas align with the Australian 

Government’s Science and Research Priorities and Rural R&D Priorities;   

 Tabulates the nine key performance indicators (KPIs) against which Wine Australia will measure and 

report on organisational performance on a yearly basis; 

 Details Wine Australia’s expected income and expenditure; 

 Briefly outlines its approach to monitoring and evaluation (M&E); and  
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 Provides a concise situational analysis both domestically and internationally. It is noted that the situational 

analysis is quite market-orientated and somewhat lacking from a viticulture perspective (climate, weather, 

water availability, biosecurity etc). 

Throughout the interview phase for this review several stakeholders were able to refer to Wine Australia’s two 

key priorities but most had never immersed themselves in reading the Strategic Plan fully. This indicates that 

Wine Australia’s communication mechanisms are working quite well. 

The target for Priority 1 (the average price per litre for Australian bottled wine exports increases to a point 

where it is at or near the highest average price per bottle of our global competitors by key markets) is very 

clear, but quite ambitious. It is also a target that Wine Australia alone is not able to control. This fact was raised 

with the organisation and sector during this review and, despite these constraints, there is general agreement 

with the target. 

There is also general strong support (though not universal) for the strategies behind and target of Priority 1. 

However, it was evident from sector consultation that there may have been some isolated misinterpretation of 

the specific target and the strategies to achieve it. For example, Priority 1 states …. ‘We will address the 

challenge of general global perception leading to lower prices through an unwavering focus on increasing the 

appreciation of our fine wines’. During this review the term ‘fine wine’ was sometimes referred to by 

stakeholders as connoting that the focus of the strategy was restricted to only the very top-end expensive 

wines. From documents viewed during this review and discussions with directors, staff and other sector 

members, it is clear that this is not the case. 

Ongoing communication and clarity on the targets and outcomes of this priority, as being undertaken by Wine 

Australia, are supported and should increasingly improve understanding. Wine Australia might further consider 

publishing a ‘plan-on-a-page’ (not unlike its ‘Export Report’ and ‘Ten-year RD&E Vision’) to further 

communicate the focus.  

While not suggesting total attribution to Wine Australia, there is no doubt that the price per litre for all export 

wine and for bottled export wine has been increasing over the last couple of years (see section 5.5). 

Priority 2 was also well supported by stakeholders interviewed for this review, although there has been some 

uncertainty as to how this strategy should be implemented and assessed. The ‘Increasing competitiveness’ 

priority has a target outcome in the Strategic Plan that ‘…our grapegrowers and winemakers achieve a 

reduction in the gap between the costs of managing their vineyards and wineries and those of our competitors’ 

(also listed as ‘The gap between the costs of managing Australian vineyards and wineries and those of our 

competitors is reduced’). It is currently unclear how this priority will be measured, as methodologies have been 

changing over time: 

 The 2015–16 AOP states Wine Australia’s intention to ‘undertake economic studies to benchmark the 

vineyard and winery costs of Australian growers and producers against those of our top 10 global 

competitors’. 

 In the 2016–17 AOP, the target had changed to ‘we will benchmark two Australian wine regions against 

two like regions in the US, where information about management practices and costs is available in a 

timely manner. We will also benchmark the adoption of five viticultural practices and five oenological 

practices in Australia to establish a competitiveness indicator’. 

 There was a further small change in the 2017–18 AOP to ‘set benchmarks to measure practice change 

for the five viticultural and five winemaking practices identified’. 
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Wine Australia contracted a monitoring and evaluation expert to undertake the initial benchmarking. While this 

is a positive initiative, it will assess practice change in the Australian wine sector but will not necessarily provide 

an assessment of Australian competitiveness compared to other wine-producing countries as per the intent of 

the initial target. 

 

Recommendation: Wine Australia should continue with its current evaluation processes for Priority 2 of the 

Strategic Plan but also continue to look for additional measures to allow comparison of key practices and costs 

with competitive countries. 

 

We understand that Wine Australia is intending to commence the preparation of the next strategic plan in early 

2019. This of course requires the preparation of a consultation plan (as required under section 10.8 of the 

Funding Agreement). Wine Australia has in place a process to construct and implement the consultation plan. 

This will be vitally important for comprehensive sector consultation to be undertaken to ensure effective 

endorsement of, and engagement with, the new plan. 

Finally, in relation to strategic planning, some interviewees for this review noted the absence of a long-term 

sector vision or plan. This then leads to Wine Australia’s plan being, ipso facto, the ‘sector plan’. Some 

stakeholders suggested that that it would be preferable for a sector plan or vision to be developed which would 

then allow Wine Australia to operate as a service provider under that plan and be responsible for those 

elements that it can control. 

As an example, the Australian red meat industry (through the Red Meat Advisory Council) has an overarching 

strategic plan (MISP2020) which effectively allows three service providers (Meat & Livestock Australia, 

Australian Meat Processor Corporation and the Australian Livestock Export Corporation) to construct plans 

that provide the strategies that lead to outcomes within the MISP2020. The cotton industry has a ‘Vision 2030’ 

document that serves a similar purpose. 

5.3 ANNUAL OPERATIONAL PLANS 

The organisation's requirements in relation to annual operational plans (AOPs) are covered by sections 10.12 

to 10.15 inclusive and section 31F of the Act. Section 10.13 obliges Wine Australia to provide, prior to 1 July 

each year, to the Commonwealth an AOP to implement the Strategic Plan and to set out the various required 

components of the plan.  

This review and discussions with Wine Australia management and representatives of DAWR have confirmed 

that all obligations listed within the Funding Agreement in relation to AOPs have been met.  

Wine Australia has produced three AOPs over the period. Each of these plans retains the two key priorities 

and 12 strategies of the Strategic Plan. This allows a good line of sight between the Strategic Plan and AOPs. 

All of the plans are high quality documents – they are clear and concise and give a clear picture of what Wine 

Australia will seek to achieve over the next 12 months. 

The AOPs cover: 

 A summary of what Wine Australia has achieved over the past year(s); 

 An overview of the focus for the coming 12 months; 
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 An easy-to-read infographic-style summary of KPIs / targets; 

 An executive summary of key priorities, strategies, strategic plan targets and the progressive targets for 

the coming financial year; 

 More detailed information on activities for each strategy including targets (measures of success) and 

comparison to those in the strategic plan, with each strategy having a clear infographic describing the 

activities the organisation will undertake in this area; 

 Summaries of KPIs, financials, the balance of the investment portfolio and the approach to monitoring 

and evaluation; and 

 A full listing of current RD&E projects and estimates of expenditure against Australian Government 

priorities.   

The implementation of the AOPs has been found to be rigorous and comprehensive. The process for reporting 

on progress against the AOP is a clear strength of Wine Australia, made easier by the clear and consistent 

articulation of priorities, strategies and targets. As noted below, in addition to outcomes from its investments 

being reported in annual reports, Wine Australia also produces an excellent ‘Performance Evaluation Report’ 

(see section 5.4).  

5.4 ANNUAL REPORTS 

Wine Australia’s requirements in relation to annual reports are covered by sections 11.8 to 11.10 of the Funding 

Agreement and section 38 of the Act. Section 11.8 states that the organisation must prepare its annual reports 

in accordance with the section 46 of the PGPA Act. 

The annual report must cover: 

 The operations of the Geographical Indications Committee;  

 The numerous investments / activities made by Wine Australia; 

 An assessment of the extent to which the operations have met the objectives stated in its corporate plan 

and satisfactorily implemented the annual operational plan; and  

 An assessment of the extent to which the organisation has contributed to the attainment of the objects of 

the Wine Australia Act. 

The two annual reports prepared to date over the current planning period (a third is in draft form and will be 

tabled soon) are consistent in their structure. The 2016–17 report in particular was especially comprehensive 

in its coverage and very clear in its reporting.  

The key components of the annual reports reviewed (using 2016/17 as an example) include: 

 A well-prepared ‘year in review’ (executive summary) which includes: 

 Three to four pages of highlights for the year using easy to read infographics; 

 Chair’s and CEO’s reports; 

 The role of Wine Australia; 

 Strategic priorities: Targets and outcomes 2016/17; 

 Performance 2016/17; 

 Financial: 
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 Organisational: 

 Investment allocation;  

 Alignment with Australian Government’s Science and Research Priorities and Rural Research 

and Development Priorities; and 

 Commentary on its balanced portfolio; 

 Activities and achievements for 2016/17 – which provides far more detail in relation to Wine Australia’s 

activities and performance for the two priorities and 12 supporting strategies of the Strategic Plan. Within 

this section there is also a good summary of the outcomes of the benefit–cost analysis of selected Wine 

Australia RD&E projects undertaken during the period; 

 A comprehensive section on ‘the organisation’ covering Wine Australia’s structure and statements on 

governance, the Board and its committees, activities of the Geographical Indications Committee (required 

under the PGPA Act), the Legislative Review Committee, management and staff, and other reporting 

requirements; and 

 A range of appendices which includes, amongst other things, a listing of all RD&E funded projects and a 

comprehensive ‘compliance index’, which cross-references pages in the Annual Report with Wine 

Australia’s compliance requirements under the Act, the PGPA Act, the PGPA Rule 2014 and the Funding 

Agreement 2015–2019. 

The annual reports retain the architecture of the Strategic Plan and the AOPs, further emphasising the ‘line of 

sight’ mentioned previously between the planning and reporting documents. While this (line of sight) may seem 

an obvious requirement, it is not always seen in the documentation of similar organisations.  

Wine Australia is to be complimented on the quality of these reports. 

Of course, annual reports are rarely read by stakeholders or indeed anyone other than the most dedicated or 

obligated reader. That is not a criticism, but a reality, and one validated by many of the consultations 

undertaken during this review. Taking account of that, Wine Australia (and thankfully an increasing number of 

RRDCs) also issues an easy-to-read but quite comprehensive ‘performance evaluation report’ that provides a 

summary of progress against the AOP. The performance evaluation report is around 20+ pages with good use 

of infographics and dot point summaries. For each priority / strategy / activity, a traffic light system is used for 

reporting performance against the plan as either ‘achieved’ (green), ‘on track’ (orange) or ‘not achieved’ (red). 

This provides a very clear visual interpretation of the achievements of each year. 

5.5 OVERALL PERFORMANCE AGAINST PLANS 

Section 8 of this report provides a review of Wine Australia’s performance as evidenced by the outcomes of 

the benefit-cost analysis of selected Wine Australia investments undertaken during the period. It is also 

important to assess Wine Australia’s performance in meeting targets as detailed within its Strategic Plan and 

associated AOPs. 

Table 3 is reproduced from the draft Performance Evaluation Report for 2017–18 and compares targets in the 

strategic plan with those of the 2017–18 AOP with those achieved during the financial year being reported on. 
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Table 3: Wine Australia’s performance against planned targets, 2017–18 

STRATEGIC PLAN TARGET 2017/18 AOP TARGETS 2017/18 OUTCOME 

The average price per litre for 

Australian bottled wine exports 

increases to a point where it is at or 

near the highest average price per 

bottle of our global competitors by key 

markets. 

The average price per litre 

for Australian bottled wine 

exports increases year-on-

year from $5.42 in May 

2017 

The average price per litre for 

Australian bottled wine exports for 

2017-18 rose to a record $5.94 per 

litre8 

Australian vineyards and wineries are 

efficient by global standards 

Set benchmarks to 

measure practice change 

for the five viticultural and 

five winemaking practices 

identified 

Summarised: 

 Survey carried out to set 

benchmarks for performance. 56 

per cent of respondents indicated 

that they had acted on information 

promoted by Wine Australia 

 Five viticultural practices identified 

 Five winemaking practices 

identified 

R&D projects are funded in line with 

the approved Annual Operational Plan  

100% 100% 

R&D contracts are actively managed 

through regular and ongoing 

monitoring of the research 

100% 100% 

RD&E newsletter has more 

subscribers9 

1800 2386 

The number of Regional Program 

partners is maintained 

11 11 

                                                      

 

8 The annual report also notes that the average value of exported wine increased by 9 per cent to $3.24 per litre and bulk 

exports, increased in average value to $1.08 per litre 

9 Replaces ‘An increased number of Innovators’ Network members’ 
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STRATEGIC PLAN TARGET 2017/18 AOP TARGETS 2017/18 OUTCOME 

Export and Regional Wine Support 

Package activities are completed in-

line the with the funding agreement10 

100 100 

The number of user-pays events 

hosted with wine sector partners to 

engage influencers in key markets 

42 45 

The number of Wine Australia-funded 

activities to engage influencers in key 

markets increases 

70 70 

Improvement in customer satisfaction 

rating for market insights services, as 

measured by customer satisfaction 

survey 

74% 87% 

Risk-based audits reinforce a culture 

of compliance and help protect the 

reputation of Australian wine 

300 27711 

Market export guides provide accurate 

information about import requirements 

for our largest export markets 

32 36 

Table 3 indicates that Wine Australia has achieved or exceeded all of its high-level targets / KPIs, except for 

the target related to Priority 2 which is a work in progress, as discussed in section 5.2.  

                                                      

 

10 New KPI as ERWSP commenced after the Strategic Plan was written 

11 Annual report notes: A culture of compliance was reinforced outside the auditing program through direct engagement 

with stakeholders and education 
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6. OPERATIONS 

6.1 RD&E MANAGEMENT AND DELIVERY 

6.1.1 RD&E PROCUREMENT 

The Wine Australia R&D team comprises six people with scientific expertise in relevant disciplines including 

social science. Whilst it is difficult to assess ‘efficiency’ of management within an RRDC – principally because 

the degree of ‘value-add’ by management is so variable between organisations and difficult to measure – this 

is a small team for a project budget of around $24m (less corporate overheads) and a national scope of 

responsibility. Nor is there any indication of overly bureaucratic processes in place within Wine Australia. 

The Wine Australia RDE procurement process commences with the identification of gaps in the portfolio. The 

input of the WFA Research Advisory Committee (RAC – see section 6.1.2) informs the deliberations of the 

RD&E Advisory Committee which makes recommendations to the Board on priority investments and the 

mechanisms by which they should be addressed (such as competitive open funding call, restricted call or direct 

commission). 

Following Board approval, management seeks preliminary project applications addressing the investment 

priorities. These initial proposals are assessed by the RD&E Committee with advice from the RAC and Wine 

Australia management. They are ranked, and a determination made on each as to whether a full proposal will 

be sought. Management works with applicants to refine proposals throughout the process. Final proposals are 

assessed by the RD&E Committee, sometimes utilising external experts, and recommendations for funding 

are made to the Board. 

The bulk of the wine sector’s RD&E capability resides in the Wine Innovation Cluster of the Waite precinct in 

Adelaide, which comprises: 

 Australian Wine Research Institute (AWRI); 

 South Australian Research & Development Institute (SARDI); 

 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO); and 

 University of Adelaide. 

Since 2016, Wine Australia has been shifting from a procurement process based primarily on competitive 

grants to one based on strategic partnerships. It has almost completed putting in place a series of bilateral 

RD&E agreements with the four key partner organisations of the Wine Innovation Cluster, as well as the 

National Wine and Grape Industry Centre (NWGIC), a collaboration between Charles Sturt University, NSW 

Department of Primary Industries and the NSW Wine Industry Association. (At the time of preparing this report, 

only the agreement with the University of Adelaide had not been completed.) 

The agreements are structured around the particular strengths of each partner – for example, grapevine 

breeding in CSIRO. Each agreement is of five years’ duration with a review at three years. At the review point, 

a decision will be made whether to continue the agreement or to wind it up over the remaining period. 

The bilateral agreements will account for the majority of the RD&E expenditure – Wine Australia expects to 

have up to $16m allocated through the agreements and only around $3m available annually to spend outside 

the agreements. 
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The move towards strategic RD&E agreements with key partners is commendable. It recognises that RD&E 

providers increasingly need confidence in long-term industry funding before they will invest in capability and 

capacity, and indeed that they will exit an industry if its support is not ongoing. Partnerships create economies 

of scale for providers, give the funding body greater say in where capacity investments are made and often 

better leverage on funds, and potentially reduce the transaction costs for both funders and providers compared 

with a competitive project-by-project funding model. Dairy Australia is another RDC that has adopted the 

strategic partnership approach. 

A downside of strategic partnerships is that they leave some providers, who could make useful contributions, 

outside of the strategic conversations and competing for a small pool of funds. Wine Australia may decide after 

the first round of partnership agreements that the ratio of strategic investment to ‘untied’ funding needs to be 

adjusted up or down. Also, some argue that strategic partnerships encourage complacency. The latter issue 

is manageable, though, and Wine Australia appears to be very conscious of this risk and to have sound 

mechanisms in place to ensure partner providers are held accountable for delivery.  

Among the five key RD&E providers, AWRI has the most distinctive relationship with Wine Australia. AWRI is 

a sector-owned company limited by guarantee established in 1955 as a provider of research and other 

technical services such as laboratory analytics. AWRI is Wine Australia’s most significant RD&E provider, 

receiving approx. $8m of funding per annum, and in turn Wine Australia is AWRI’s most important source of 

funds (approx. 70 per cent). Wine Australia gains no leverage on its funding because AWRI’s commercial 

projects do not deliver a surplus sufficient to fund RD&E. 

There have been ongoing discussions between AWRI and Wine Australia about the role that AWRI should 

play in the delivery of Wine Australia’s RD&E program. At one stage, a model was floated in which AWRI would 

be involved in the assessment of all project proposals put forward for Wine Australia funding. This idea caused 

considerable consternation among other RD&E providers about fair competition for funding. 

The rationale for a closer integration of Wine Australia and AWRI, or even the delegation of decision-making 

from Wine Australia to AWRI, is that both are sector-owned and essentially have the same sector-good 

objectives. However, this is not an accurate premise on which to structure the relationship. Wine Australia has 

strict obligations to government for the responsible investment of sector levies and furthermore receives 

significant funding from taxpayers. It has, appropriately, determined that it cannot abrogate its authority to 

make decisions about the funding of projects carried out by AWRI or any other organisation. 

A joint management committee oversees AWRI’s work for Wine Australia and the General Manager RD&E 

interacts frequently with the AWRI Business Development Manager and other AWRI personnel. Despite this, 

there is clearly some ongoing frustration between Wine Australia and AWRI, arising in part from the decisions 

of the committee being overridden outside meetings. There may be a case for increasing the level of authority 

of the joint management committee so that it comprises (say) one or two directors and the CEO from each 

organisation, along with an independent chair. The committee would be responsible to its respective boards 

for delivery against the bilateral agreement. 

6.1.2 ADVISORY AND DECISION-MAKING STRUCTURES 

WFA has a Research Advisory Committee (RAC) whose role ‘is to provide broad recommendations and advice 

to the WFA and Australian Vignerons executive with regards to research, development, extension and 
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innovation for the Australian wine industry’12. As at August 2018, the RAC comprised nine winemakers and 

grapegrowers and a secretariat from the executive of WFA, Australian Vignerons and Wine Australia (General 

Manager RD&E). Wine Australia consults the RAC in developing the 5-year plan, identifying gaps in the 

portfolio for communication to providers and in the assessment of initial RD&E proposals. 

The Wine Australia RD&E Committee of the Board (see section 4.3) reviews any project proposal with a total 

value exceeding $50,000. The Committee receives the full project proposal plus the management 

recommendation. Committee meetings are reported to be very constructive and valuable for management. 

The combination of RAC and RD&E Committee provides a good balance of sector input and governance in 

respect to Wine Australia’s RD&E investments. The collaboration between Wine Australia and the sector’s 

peak bodies in this manner is very positive and increases sector engagement in and ownership of RD&E 

compared to a model where the advisory structure is set up and run by the RD&E funding body. As noted in 

section 4.3, though, consideration should be given to appointing an external scientific expert to the RD&E 

Committee, which would offer a number of benefits. 

In addition to the RAC and RD&E Committee, each of the strategic bilateral agreements is overseen by a 

management committee comprising staff from Wine Australia and the respective RD&E provider, as discussed 

above for AWRI. 

6.1.3 PORTFOLIO DIMENSIONS AND BALANCE 

Wine Australia’s AOPs and annual reports include information on balancing the investment portfolio, but the 

relevant sections are general in nature and carry little detail. They refer to the process for identifying research 

and marketing priorities and note that investments range from both short- and long-term applied R&D to blue-

sky research. However, no quantitative information is provided in AOPs and annual reports on the allocation 

of funds between different project types (for example, the percentage of investment in basic, applied, blue sky, 

development and delivery), time to delivery and other project parameters. 

Wine Australia does, however, have a comprehensive internal document that rates projects on the basis of: 

 Timeframe (short, medium, long); 

 Risk (low, medium, high); 

 Type (strategic, adaptive); and  

 Coverage (national, regional). 

 

Recommendation: Wine Australia should publish quantitative data showing its RD&E investment portfolio 

balance in each of its AOPs (indicative planned), annual reports (actual for the year) and performance 

evaluation reports.  

 

                                                      

 

12 https://www.wfa.org.au/about/board/research-advisory-committee/ 

https://www.wfa.org.au/about/board/research-advisory-committee/
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Cotton Research and Development Corporation (CRDC) is an example of an RDC that does this well. 

There was some commentary to the review that Wine Australia’s investments are not ‘brave’ enough. This 

comment did not refer to a lack of investment in high-risk, high return research – the type of projects in which 

the organisation certainly does have some investment – but rather that Wine Australia should be more 

prepared to divert substantial resources to aggressively address high priorities through a program approach, 

even if that means neglecting other areas (and potentially making some stakeholders unhappy). We are not in 

a position to judge whether this is a reasonable observation in Wine Australia’s case but do note that many 

RDCs find it difficult to let go of a ‘wide portfolio’ in favour of one with fewer larger and more focused projects 

or programs. 

6.1.4 EXTENSION AND ADOPTION 

Extension and adoption of innovation, including Wine Australia’s R&D outcomes, is reported to be a challenge 

– as it is for most agricultural industries. 

Wine Australia’s ‘Performance evaluation framework’ provides a more detailed description of strategy 10 of 

priority 2, ‘Increasing competitiveness’ of the Strategic Plan, than does the plan itself. The Framework notes 

that a range of delivery networks and programs will be used ‘to disseminate R&D outcomes, and encourage 

the adoption of new technologies and practices’, including: 

 AWRI13 roadshow and workshops (visit every region every 3 years); 

 AWRI help-desk (which is very strongly supported); 

 AWRI library; 

 Wine Australia website; 

 Factsheets; 

 Electronic newsletters – RD&E News and Wine Australia corporate news; 

 R&D@Work – bi-monthly print 4-page editorial Australia & New Zealand Grapegrower & Winemaker 

magazine; 

 Media releases; 

 AWRI e-newsletters; 

 Content for sector member association newsletters; 

 Wine Australia Regional Program – workshops, factsheets, trials etc; 

 Articles in academic and trade journals; 

 Presentations at conferences – Australian and international; 

 Conference workshops (e.g. AWITC); 

 Webinars (WCA); 

                                                      

 

13 Wine Australia invests approximately $2 million in extension and adoption activities at AWRI each year 
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 Social media sharing of news stories and factsheets; and 

 Other workshops (e.g. Asian Cultural Workshop for Export Success, Finlaysons Roadshow). 

Almost all of these are mechanisms for raising awareness of a new practice or product – they will do little to 

drive adoption except where a number of pre-conditions to adoption are met (the audience is receptive to 

change, the innovation is uncomplicated and so on). 

The important exception is the Regional Program. This is described as ‘a key initiative…that seeks to actively 

encourage and support innovation, extension and adoption of R&D in the Australian wine sector…The program 

allows grapegrowers and winemakers to: 

 identify their region’s highest priority innovation, extension and adoption issues 

 evaluate new concepts and technology in their own region to measure regional benefits of adoption 

 identify aspects of production that will ensure the region is sustainable into the future 

 assist with the uptake of new tools and research findings’14.  

The program provides for funding to each of 11 regional ‘clusters’ across Australia15, to a maximum amount 

($25-125k per annum) depending on the value of winegrape levies paid in the region. Wine Australia partners 

with a regional or state sector organisation to deliver the program. The regional partner is required to develop 

a five-year strategic plan in the first year, for which they receive additional funding. Annual operating plans, 

following a template and detailing a set of proposed activities, must also submitted in April each year (following 

an initial review of activity concepts in February). Activities must be designed to encourage regional adaptation 

or adoption of research results – for example, demonstration sites, workshops or extension materials. 

The Regional Program was reviewed in late 2015 and changes made to the program from 2017–18. One 

addition has been the Incubator Initiative. Incubator projects allow regions to conduct small research projects 

aligned with the local Regional Program. The Incubator Initiative is designed to allow local issues to be 

addressed through research and to encourage links between sector and researchers, especially early-career 

ones. Applications are sought when AOP concepts are submitted. Wine Australia makes available $20,000 

per project for a project of up to 12 months, which must be matched by the research organisation.  

The Regional Program appears to be a valuable initiative and has features in common with programs in other 

industries, most notably the longstanding Regional Development Program of Dairy Australia but also the 

Producer Demonstration Sites of Meat & Livestock Australia. All operate on the principle that RD&E – but 

especially extension – is much more effective when it is locally driven and owned than when it is ‘pushed’ from 

the top down. 

The review heard comment from a number of stakeholders that extension and adoption is generally not done 

well in the grape and wine sector and needs to be strengthened. The review has not examined this view in 

detail and it may be that the Regional Program needs longer to have an effect. Wine Australia may need to 

look more closely at adoption of R&D outcomes and develop a coordinated strategy to address it. 

                                                      

 

14 Wine Australia web site 

15 There are 65 recognised winegrowing regions 
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Recommendation: Wine Australia should review the way it manages extension and adoption of R&D 

outcomes and consider whether a more structured approach is required. 

 

6.2 MARKET INSIGHTS 

The Market Insights group of Wine Australia provides information and insights to the sector to assist it to make 

better decisions. This includes data on the supply of grapes and wine, including imports, and on demand. This 

information freely available to levy payers via a password-protected section of the website. A Market Insights 

Advisory Group comprising nine sector stakeholders was established in June 2018 to advise Wine Australia 

on priorities. 

Results of the stakeholder survey reported in the Annual Report 2016–17 show 80.8 per cent of stakeholders 

were satisfied with Market Insights services, earning it a National Promoter Score of 25 (where above 20 is 

‘good’).The draft Performance Evaluation Report  for 2017–18 reports that 97.5 per cent of those using Wine 

Australia’s Export Market Guides found them ‘very helpful’ or ‘somewhat helpful’. 

Internal and external stakeholders interviewed for this review were very complimentary of Wine Australia’s 

Market Insights function.  

6.3 MARKETING 

Wine Australia’s marketing strategy has three objectives: 

1. Continually improve the quality ‘perception’ of Australian wine; 

2. Create a platform for the commercial success of brand owners; and 

3. Facilitate in-market support and engagement for brand owners. 

Essentially, Wine Australia is attempting to shift the positioning of Australian wine from the ‘affordable, 

commercial’ category towards a greater emphasis on premium or fine wines. This is intended to motivate 

customers to spend more on Australian wine and thus improve returns for Australian winemakers. 

As noted in section 5.2, stakeholders consulted for this review were generally very supportive of the strategy, 

although there were a few exceptions. It appears that the rationale behind the ‘fine wine’ strategy has been 

misunderstood by some to be a ‘trickle-down’ effect by which the success of a few high-profile brands will 

benefit all players, when actually the intent is to help all winemakers shift their sales to higher price points. (In 

fact, the price points being targeted are not as high as some seem to think) Whether Wine Australia has not 

sufficiently explained this logic or some sector players have simply not accepted it is moot. We would not wish 

to overplay this point, however; there is clearly solid sector backing for the direction being taken by Wine 

Australia. 

Whilst there was some isolated disagreement over the marketing strategy or elements of it, the review heard 

little criticism of the delivery of the marketing function by Wine Australia. Wine Australia’s involvement in recent 

events such as Vinexpo Hong Kong in May 2018 and Australia Decanted in Lake Tahoe, USA, in July 2018 

were described in glowing terms. The Wine Australia marketing team was described as highly professional. 
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As discussed in section 2.2, funding for Wine Australia’s marketing activities, through the levy stream, is small. 

The Strategic Plan 2015–2020 forecasts market development funding from levies of $28.3m over the five 

years, an average of around $5.6m per annum16. The EWRSP has effectively added over $30m17 over three 

years to Wine Australia’s marketing budget from May 2017 (see section 2.2) but, unless another ERWSP-type 

package succeeds the current one, this ‘sugar-hit’ to collective marketing will cease in June 2020.  

Consultations for this review made clear that the sector rates the ERWSP very highly and many commented 

that the continuation of ERWSP or something similar was vitally important to the sector. There is a strong 

sentiment that discussions within the sector and with Government on the possibility of extending the package 

should commence soon. The discontinuation of the program also provides some organisational risk to Wine 

Australia, both in its relationship with the sector and with customers overseas, who would just see a withdrawal 

of Wine Australia activity. 

A mid-term evaluation of the ERWSP was conducted in parallel with this performance review and has been 

reported separately. In summary, the evaluation found that despite some slippage against the workplan during 

2017–18 the ERWSP is on track to be delivered on schedule. KPIs for program 1, by far the largest of the 

programs (‘Accelerating growth in international demand’), have either been met ahead of the target date or 

appear to be on track for achievement by 2019–20 as planned. The exception is growth in USA export value, 

which actually fell during 2017–18. Progress towards achievement of KPIs is not yet measurable for programs 

2 (‘Creating China-ready businesses’), 3 (‘Capturing growth in wine regions’) and 4 (‘Transforming cider 

businesses’). 

The evaluation also found that the ERWSP is very tightly managed by Wine Australia. Strong governance and 

delivery structures and processes have been established and these appear to be working effectively. 

Monitoring, evaluation and reporting is comprehensive and risk is managed systematically.  

6.4 EXPORT ASSISTANCE AND REGULATION 

Wine Australia has a team of 14 staff responsible for assisting and regulating wine exports. The team assists 

wine exporters with paperwork, notably certificates of free sale and certificates under free trade agreements. 

The team also manages the regulated label (vintage, variety, origin) integrity program, involving 300 audits per 

year, around 200 of which are conducted onsite at wineries. 

On the face of it, there is the potential for conflict of interest when an organisation is both the promoter and 

regulator of an industry. However, the review found evidence that the regulatory function is carried out with 

strict observance of probity and without any ‘fear or favour’ by management. The Board cannot delegate 

decisions in respect to suspension or cancellation of export licences to management and, as noted in section 

4.2, the Board stringently manages potential conflicts of interest. 

Wine Australia widely publicises sanctions against those in breach of regulations. During the period of this 

review (July 2018) there was a press release on the Wine Australia website detailing the suspension of an 

                                                      

 

16 It is not possible to isolate actual expenditure on marketing from other activities in the annual report 

17 Not all the $50m package can be considered as marketing  
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export licence. In 2015/16, an export licence was cancelled. Wine Australia’s monthly ‘Wine Exporter’ 

newsletter carries a regular item on recent compliance breaches. There is a specific page on the website – 

‘Wine Watch’ – that encourages reporting of non-compliance with regulations. 

These observations do not of themselves prove the absence of impaired decision-making due to conflict of 

interest. However, they do illustrate Wine Australia’s transparency in this area. Sector stakeholders were 

overwhelmingly of the view that Wine Australia was not conflicted, and regulatory staff clearly had no concerns 

about their jobs being impeded in any way. Wine Australia’s regulatory function is very highly valued by the 

sector and the organisation’s management of this role is very highly regarded. 

Management of the export group has been in transition over the last twelve months or so with the phased 

stepping back of the previous General Manager. This transition appears to have been handled very well and 

stakeholders interviewed for the review were highly complimentary of both managers and their team, who were 

reported to be very customer-focused and responsive to requests. This is reflected in stakeholder survey 

results: the draft Performance Evaluation Report for 2017–18 reports that 98.9 per cent of stakeholders found 

the Export Assistance Team ‘very helpful’ or ‘somewhat helpful’.  

6.5 COLLABORATION 

Wine Australia is a highly collaborative organisation. The strategic RD&E partnerships described in section 

6.1.1 provide good evidence of a collaborative approach. Other examples of collaboration are to be found 

across RD&E and marketing functions18: 

 ‘Son of Dundee’ Super Bowl campaign with Tourism Australia; 

 China collaboration with Dairy Australia, Horticulture Innovation Australia (Hort Innovation) and Meat & 

Livestock Australia; 

 Sector-oriented webinars run in collaboration with Wine Communicators Australia; 

 Collaborative field trials at Cornell University, US, on angular leaf scorch; and 

 Future Leaders program, in conjunction with WFA and Australia Vignerons. 

Wine Australia is an active collaborator with other RDCs in cross-sectoral research on issues such as climate 

change / extreme events, plant biosecurity, education and capacity building. Collaborative projects include: 

 China collaboration with Dairy Australia, Horticulture Innovation Australia (Hort Innovation) and Meat & 

Livestock Australia; 

 Rural R&D for Profit Program (RR&D4P) project ‘Digital technologies’ led by Wine Australia in 

collaboration with Cotton RDC and Hort Innovation; 

 RR&D4P project ‘Market and consumer insights to drive food value chain innovation and growth’ led by 

MLA; 

 RR&D4P project ‘Forewarned is forearmed: managing the impacts of extreme climate events’ led by MLA; 

                                                      

 

18 From Annual Report 2016/17 
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 RR&D4P project ‘Improving plant pest management through cross industry deployment of smart sensor, 

diagnostics and forecasting’, led by Hort Innovation; 

 RR&D4P project ‘Accelerating precision agriculture to decision agriculture’, led by CRDC; 

 AGVET Collaborative Forum; 

 Plant Biosecurity Research Initiative – with Plant Health Australia, DAWR and the seven plant-based 

RDCs; and 

 RD&E on Xylella fastidiosa led by Wine Australia and co-funded by Hort Innovation. 

6.6 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

Wine Australia has an Intellectual Property (IP) Management Plan which was last updated in June 2017 and 

was reviewed again in October 2018. There is also a comprehensive IP register which covers background IP, 

third party IP, research tools and a germplasm register. 

Wine Australia also has a trademark register. 

Wine Australia’s philosophy on IP is that control is more important than ownership, to ensure that commercia l 

outcomes of projects can be managed to deliver the greatest benefit to levy payers and government. 

Otherwise, strategic research agreements and RD&E contracts have the normal clauses in respect to 

background IP and project IP. 

Background IP, especially in relation yeasts, reportedly caused problems in the past when Wine Australia’s 

predecessor GWRDC insisted on unencumbered background IP. This is no longer a requirement and 

encumbrances now only need to be recorded. 

6.7 MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

Under sections 10.4-10.5 of the Funding Agreement, Wine Australia is required to develop an evaluation 

framework which must: 

 ‘Support the program framework; 

 Ensure that key performance-related information is generated by the Program Framework and is routinely 

collected and monitored; 

 Include a structured plan for the systematic evaluation of the efficiency, effectiveness and impact of [Wine 

Australia’s] key investments; and 

 Include a means of publishing and disseminating relevant Research and Development outcomes and the 

outcomes of evaluations undertaken under subclause 10.4(c)’. 

The Performance Evaluation Framework 2015-20 itself is less a framework than a re-statement of the priorities, 

strategies and intended outcomes / measures of success of the Strategic Plan and some high-level statements 

about how these will be measured. The framework will need to be rewritten when the next RD&E plan is 

prepared, and this presents an opportunity to upgrade it. There are several good examples of strong 

(monitoring and) evaluation frameworks among other RDCs including, for example, CRDC. These frameworks 

usually include, among other features, the following elements that are not in the current Wine Australia 

framework: 
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 Program logics for each area of work, that is, a defensible sequence from ‘inputs’ to ‘impacts’ and 

performance measures with targets at different steps; 

 Definitions of the various stages in the logic (for example, ‘outputs’); 

 Any key assumptions; and 

 How, when and by whom evidence of performance against targets will be gathered and reported (for 

example, by surveys, use of publicly-available data). 

 

Recommendation: Wine Australia should upgrade its evaluation framework, in association with the 

development of the next Strategic Plan, to provide much more detailed information about how monitoring, 

evaluation and reporting will be conducted. 
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7. LIAISON WITH STAKEHOLDERS 

7.1 LIAISON WITH LEVY-PAYERS AND THE SECTOR 

7.1.1 OVERVIEW 

Wine Australia has an extensive list of stakeholders with whom it needs to engage. This list includes levy 

payers, WFA, Australian Vignerons, Commonwealth and state governments, numerous state and regional 

associations, research providers, other RRDCs, wholesalers and retailers along with exporters, Austrade, 

various tourism associations and a range of sponsors.  

It has been evident from this review that Wine Australia takes its stakeholders engagement very seriously, and 

this is acknowledged and appreciated by stakeholders (even those who may not always agree with Wine 

Australia’s activities). 

The draft Performance Evaluation Report 2017–18 provides some highlights in relation to stakeholder liaison 

which, in part, validates the above comments. For example, Wine Australia distributed 86 e-newsletters and 

produced 63 press releases, and there were 9,682 articles about Wine Australia in print, broadcast and on-

line media. 

It is difficult to fault Wine Australia’s approach to its liaison with sector participants. There is, and perhaps 

always will be, a degree of tension as to whether Wine Australia places to much focus on big, medium or small 

producers. This is a quandary for almost all RDCs.   

One area that needs ongoing focus, as recognised by Wine Australia, relates to engagement with 

grapegrowers. The fact that Wine Australia does not know who they are creates its own difficulties. The moves 

to develop a levy-payer register should significantly improve this situation. 

In this regard, and as non-members of Australian Vignerons, the inland grapegrower associations are a key 

target for Wine Australia as they represent a significant proportion of winegrape production in Australia. Wine 

Australia is increasingly engaging directly with this part of its stakeholder base and should continue to do so. 

 

Recommendation: Wine Australia should take the opportunity from the future availability of a levy-payer 

register to enhance its direct engagement with grapegrowers, and in particular, to continue to build its 

relationship with inland associations.  

 

7.1.2 GENERAL LEVY-PAYER COMMUNICATIONS 

Wine Australia engages with general levy-payers in many ways (see also section 6.1.4 on extension and 

adoption). These include: 
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PUBLICATIONS 

Wine Australia provides access to a comprehensive range of publications (mainly delivered electronically) with 

impressive rates of use, as measured via open rates and click rates. These publications (with results provided 

by Wine Australia staff or documents for 2017–18) include: 

 Wine Australia newsletter – this monthly newsletter is distributed to almost 4700 subscribers and has a 

reported open rate of 40 per cent and click rate of 5.3 per cent. It is very well prepared and covers a range 

of items – news, events, marketing, R&D outcomes, tips for grapegrowers and so on. 

 RD&E newsletter – again a monthly newsletter, providing a snapshot of latest RD&E outcomes or projects 

being undertaken. This newsletter has over 2700 subscribers (a year-on-year increase of 24 per cent), 

an open rate of 37.9 per cent and a click rate of 12.1 per cent. 

 Market Bulletin – a weekly bulletin covering market information, product development and trade 

information. Once released, issues are then published on the Wine Australia website. The bulletin has 

over 2300 subscribers (a year-on-year increase of 178 per cent), an open rate 40.7 per cent and a click 

rate of 12.9 per cent.  

 Exporter News – a bi-monthly product with over 5600 subscribers, an open rate of 37.6 per cent and a 

click rate of 6.1 per cent, which covers a range of export, import and product news. Compliance also 

features regularly. 

 ERWSP newsletter – this monthly newsletter provides a comprehensive update of all elements of the 

Package. It has 551 subscribers, an open rate of 38.6 per cent and a click rate of 11.1 per cent.  

WINE AUSTRALIA WEBSITE 

The Wine Australia website, www.wineaustralia.com, is comprehensive and reasonably easy to navigate.  

CORPORATE DOCUMENTATION 

As noted in section 5, Wine Australia produces a series of high-quality corporate documents – strategic plan, 

AOPs and annual reports, along with a succinct and user-friendly performance evaluation report. As also noted 

in section 5, the latter in particular is a key product to help communicate the organisation’s outputs, outcomes 

and impacts.  

EXTENSION AND ADOPTION 

This entails three key activities: 

1. The Regional Program operating with 11 regional clusters – this program achieved more than 80 per cent 

of planned activities across the regions;  

2. AWRI workshops – satisfaction at AWRI roadshows and seminars delivered was rated as ‘good’ or 

‘excellent’ by 91 per cent of participants, while 84 per cent found the information useful and 56 per cent 

would seek additional information and discuss adoption with peers and other influencers; and 

3. AWRI helpdesk – this free service provides advice to grapegrower and winemaker levy payers. It was 

very highly rated during sector consultation. 

http://www.wineaustralia.com/
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Extension and adoption is discussed in greater depth in section 6.1.4. 

7.1.3 SPECIFIC LIAISON WITH SECTOR BODIES AND ASSOCIATIONS 

Wine Australia sends weekly (or biweekly) emails as required to some 193 recipients (chairs and executive 

officers) of sector associations to maintain engagement and enhance information flow. It is understood that 

the top 20 groups are contacted regularly, and inland grapegrower groups are an increased focus to ensure 

enhanced engagement and mutual understanding of issues. 

The CEO also undertakes weekly phone conferences with both WFA and Australian Vignerons.  

Under clause 14.2 of the FA, Wine Australia must meet with its declared representative organisations (WFA 

and Australian Vignerons) at not more than six-monthly intervals to review sector priorities for R&D, other 

activities, regional equity considerations and Wine Australia’s performance against the corporate plan and 

AOPs. It is understood that this requirement has been met. 

7.2 LIAISON WITH RD&E PROVIDERS 

As noted in section 6.1.1, Wine Australia has shifted its RD&E procurement process from one based primarily 

on competitive grants to one based on strategic partnerships. It has almost completed putting in place a series 

of bilateral RD&E agreements with the four key partner organisations of the Wine Innovation Cluster, as well 

as the National Wine and Grape Industry Centre in Wagga. 

We understand that liaison with RD&E providers is strong, although as also noted in section 6.1.1, AWRI has 

the most distinctive relationship with Wine Australia, and this relationship can be characterised by some 

tension from time to time.  

7.3 LIAISON WITH GOVERNMENT 

Under clause 14.1 of the Funding Agreement, the Chair of Wine Australia or other Board nominee must meet 

with the Commonwealth at no more than six-monthly intervals or at any other requested time to provide a 

briefing on a range of specified matters such as progress in implementing the AOP and R&D plan and 

collaboration with RDCs and representative organisations. Wine Australia has met this requirement throughout 

the review period. 

Discussions with both Wine Australia and DAWR suggest that there is a constructive relationship between 

Wine Australia and DAWR. There was no evidence from DAWR to indicate that Wine Australia is anything but 

fully compliant with all aspects of the Funding Agreement and the relevant Acts.  

7.4 COLLABORATION WITH OTHER RDCS 

Section 6.5 above details a number of projects in which Wine Australia collaborates with other RDCs. Wine 

Australia participates actively in the Council of Rural R&D Corporations (CRRDC). The GM Corporate Affairs 

and Strategy and GM RD&E in particular were noted as being active contributors to the respective working 

groups of CRRDC. 
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8. DELIVERY OF BENEFITS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Wine Australia has the same challenge as other RDCs in demonstrating its value and benefits to stakeholders. 

It does not have a ‘bottom-line’ to report, such as profit or dividends. It does not have a share price which can 

be used as a proxy for value. To establish value to its shareholders (government, grape and wine producers 

and others in the Australian wine sector or the Australian public), Wine Australia relies on both quantitative 

economic measures and qualitative measures. The economic measures are well-established for RD&E 

projects and investments but are less well defined for investment in marketing activities. 

As discussed in section 6.7, Wine Australia sets out its approach to evaluation in the document ‘Performance 

Evaluation Framework: 2015–20’. This framework is a requirement of the Funding Agreement. As noted above 

(section 5.2) and in the framework, there are two key outcomes from the Strategic Plan: 

1. Average price per litre for Australian bottled wine exports increases to a point where it is at or near the 

highest average price per bottle of our global competitors by key markets; and 

2. Australian vineyards and wineries are efficient by global standards. 

Wine Australia evaluates the first outcome by tracking the average prices for Australian wine against wines 

from France, Italy, Spain, Chile, US, Argentina, South Africa and New Zealand. It planned to assess the second 

by benchmarking adoption of five viticultural practices and five oenological practices in Australia to establish a 

competitiveness indicator. To date this competitiveness indicator has not yet been developed to the satisfaction 

of Wine Australia management. In addition to these indicators, Wine Australia also measures the satisfaction 

of stakeholders of services provided by Wine Australia. 

8.2 MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY 

As part of the Evaluation Framework, Wine Australia has independent, economic impact assessments 

prepared on its investments in RD&E based on triple-bottom line reporting (economic, environmental and 

social) prepared each year. These impact assessments provide input to Wine Australia’s annual reporting to 

the Australian Government, reporting to sector stakeholders, and contributing to the performance assessment 

of rural research and development corporations compiled by the Council of Rural Research and Development 

Corporations (CRRDC). It does not have such economic impact assessments prepared for its marketing 

programs and activities. 

AgEconPlus Consulting prepared economic impact assessments on RD&E projects for Wine Australia in June 

2017 and March 2018. This is a change from previous years when other consultants prepared the economic 

impact assessments. Wine Australia will engage AgEconPlus to conduct the impact assessments for 2017–

18 at some time during the 2018–19 financial year. 
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These ex post impact assessments of RD&E projects follow the guidelines19 set down by the CRRDC and are 

independent of Wine Australia. The methodology followed by AgEconPlus is sound and robust, producing 

conservative estimates of the economic benefits of projects. There were notable differences in the approach 

to the impact assessments in 2015–16 and in 2016–17. This centred around the selection of projects.  

In 2015–16, Wine Australia determined five ‘programs’ to be assessed and selected projects for assessment 

in each program. All completed projects were initially reviewed as potential candidates for the economic impact 

assessment. The five program areas were selected from this subset based on lack of assessment in the recent 

past for the topic, the availability of more than one completed project to make up a program and to ensure 

broad coverage across all investment areas for R&D. This is a divergence from the CRRDC guidelines. In total 

there were eight projects selected for assessment across the five programs: 

 Lean (three projects); 

 Leadership – Future Leaders (two projects); 

 Varieties & clones (one project); 

 Powdery mildew assessment (one project); and 

 Wine flavours card (one project). 

AgEconPlus prepared assessments for these programs and delivered the results in one, consolidated report 

in June 2017. 

The project selection process was changed for the 2016–17 impact assessment to a random sampling 

procedure, as per CRRDC guidelines, managed by AgEconPlus. Wine Australia provided a list of 29 projects 

that were completed in 2016–17 and for which Wine Australia had received the final reports. The decision was 

made to assess five of these projects for number consistency between years. AgEconPlus then randomly 

selected the five projects for assessment from the population of 29 projects. AgEconPlus prepared 

assessments for these five projects and delivered the results in one, consolidated report in March 2018. 

In line with the CRRDC guidelines, AgEconPlus follows a clear, set routine in conducting the impact 

assessments: 

 Qualitative assessment and description of the project, including rationale, objectives, activities ad outputs, 

outcomes and impacts; 

 Calculation of the investment in the project, both by Wine Australia and others (including a cost of 

managing the Wine Australia funding, based on a multiplier), deflated to a common year. This investment 

included any extension costs; 

 Clear identification and description of the triple-bottom line impacts (economic, social and environmental); 

 Identification of the public versus the private benefits; 

 Commentary on the likely distribution of the private impacts along the supply chain to the consumer, and 

domestic versus international; 

 Analysis of how the impacts match with Australian Government priorities and which priorities; 

                                                      

 

19 CRRDC 2014, Impact Assessment Guidelines  
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 Valuing the impacts, based on interviews with research staff, program managers and others using 

experience and judgment to ensure that impacts are realistic; 

 Clearly setting out the assumptions used for each benefit in a summary table for each project (including 

scientific citations); 

 Describing the impacts that were not valued and why they could not be valued (this can be due to lack of 

data, a high degree of uncertainty about the impact or the likely low relative significance of the impact); 

and 

 Preparing the economic analysis of the impacts. 

Quite correctly, these assessments are compared with the reasonable counter-factual – that is, what would 

otherwise have occurred if the project was not done. This acknowledges that the world does not stand still. 

Many of the counter-factuals included in the impact assessments for 2015–16 and 2016–17 are sound. 

However, a few (notably in the 2015–16 assessments) appear to simply be an assumption that the current 

situation in the sector will continue, rather than acknowledging that even without the project some in the sector 

may address the issue, at least in part. This improved in the 2016–17 assessments. 

The assessments also include all the costs involved in the project, both the project and fund management 

costs incurred by Wine Australia and the costs incurred by grapegrowing and winemaking companies and 

other stages in adopting the new technology. 

The assessments report on key economic investment measures: net present value (NPV), benefit–cost ratio 

(BCR), internal rate of return (IRR) and modified internal rate of return (MIRR) for various time periods after 

the last year of investment (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 years). Each assessment also reports on the sensitivity 

of the results to key assumptions. In addition, each report includes a table of confidence ratings of the coverage 

of benefits and of the assumptions. These confidence ratings are High, Medium or Low. 

Wine Australia has considered preparing ex post impact assessments for its extensive marketing projects and 

activities but has decided not to because there are so many factors that go towards improved demand and 

prices for wine from Australia. Instead, Wine Australia uses a variety of measures to judge success of these 

marketing activities, including the number of events, the number of people attending, consumer sentiment, 

user satisfaction (such as feedback from attendees of wine trade events, use by the wine sector of consumer 

insights). These are useful, but some are measures of input (such as the number of events) rather than output- 

or outcome-focused. Measurement of success of the marketing programs would benefit from a structured 

impact assessment approach. 

The purpose of marketing programs is, from an economic viewpoint, to increase demand which lifts prices paid 

to producers. Wine Australia acknowledges this in its Strategic Plan through the first of the two key outcomes, 

viz: 

Average price per litre for Australian bottled wine exports increases to a point where it is 

at or near the highest average price per bottle of our global competitors by key markets. 

This is measurable and can therefore be assessed through a structured impact assessment approach. There 

is, of course, always the question of attribution: to what extent have Wine Australia’s marketing efforts 

contributed to a lift in average prices? (or, in the event of economic forces causing a fall in prices generally, to 

what extent have Wine Australia’s marketing efforts ameliorated the decline?). This issue can be addressed 

within the structured impact assessment approach used for RD&E projects, with assumptions made as to the 

contribution by Wine Australia’s marketing programs and sensitivity analyses conducted to test the sensitivity 
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of the net benefits to these assumptions. It would not be an easy task, but there are experienced economists 

and analysts who have prepared such assessments for other industries. 

In fact, Wine Australia has already done this for one RD&E project – the wine flavours card for China – which 

reported positive net present value and benefit-cost ratios (see next section). As well, ACIL Allen prepared an 

ex ante benefit-cost assessment of likely returns from the Export and Regional Wine Support Package. 

The marketing programs conducted by Wine Australia have other, intangible benefits by reinforcing positive 

views about Australian wine among Australian and international consumers. As well, these programs create a 

positive view among Australian grapegrowers and winemakers about their continued participation in the sector. 

In essence, these marketing programs help ensure the sustainability of the sector from both a consumer and 

producer perspective. The magnitude of these benefits is almost impossible to measure directly. So, rather 

than include such intangibles into the structured impact assessment methodology, one option is to measure 

consumer perceptions about Australian wine and to measure producer sentiment about the sector, which Wine 

Australia does. 

8.3 DEMONSTRATED BENEFITS 

As noted in the previous section, AgEconPlus provided reports on the impact assessments conducted for 

2015–16 and in 2016–17. These reports provided detailed assessment for each program and project. The final 

report on the first batch of the impact assessments prepared by AgEconPlus was delivered in June 2017. The 

final report for the second tranche was delivered in March 2018. 

The eight projects in the five programs assessed by AgEconPlus in 2015–16 accounted for $2.26 million of 

Wine Australia investment which represented around 52 per cent of the total Wine Australia investment of 

$4.35 million for the 17 projects with a final report submitted in 2015–16. Table 4 shows the results from the 

impact assessments of the five programs. Note that the project costs represent all expenditure by Wine 

Australia and its research partners, as well as any extension costs, adjusted to 2016–17 dollars. 

There is a positive result for each program and in aggregate. The report does not provide an aggregate result, 

in part because of the difference in uncertainties about assumptions between programs. However, a simple 

summation shows that the five program areas provide an NPV of $6.4 million with a benefit–cost ratio of 2.42. 

As Table 4 shows, all five programs recorded positive NPVs, ranging from $100,000 (Varieties) to $3.1 million 

(Powdery Mildew) and all recorded benefit–cost ratios of greater than 1, ranging from 1.1 (Varieties) to 2.93 

(Powdery Mildew). The MIRR ranged from 5 per cent (Varieties) to 14 per cent (Rural Leaders). 

In addition to the economic measures, the report lists benefits which were unable to be quantified due to 

constraints on data availability. These are provided in the summary tables in the report as well as in the details 

for each program. 
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Table 4: Summary of ex-post evaluations of Wine Australia programs completed in 2015/16 

ECONOMIC 

MEASURE 

INVESTMENT PROGRAM 

Lean 

(3 projects) 

Wine Flavours 

Card 

(1 project) 

Leadership – 

Future Leaders 

(1 project) 

Varieties 

(1 project) 

Powdery 

Mildew 

(1 project) 

Present value of 

benefits ($m) 
$3.4 $1.9 $2.2 $1.7 $4.6 

Present value of 

costs ($m) 
$1.0 $0.5 $0.8 $1.6 $1.6 

Net present value 

($m) 
$2.4 $1.4 $1.4 $0.1 $3.1 

Benefit cost ratio 3.4 3.8 2.7 1.1 2.9 

Internal rate of 

return (%) 
106% 34% 275% 6% 57% 

Modified internal 

rate of return (%) 
12% 12% 14% 5% 10% 

Notes: Measures over 30 years discounted at 5%, deflated to 2016/17 $ 

Source: AgEconPlus and Gillespie Economics (June 2017), Benefit Cost Analysis of Wine Australia R&D Investments 2015-16. Report to 

Wine Australia 

 

For the second tranche for projects completed in 2016–17, the five projects randomly selected by AgEconPlus 

amounted to a Wine Australia investment of $3.44 million or around 23 per cent of the total Wine Australia 

investment of $15.12 million over the 29 projects with a final report submitted in 2016–17. Table 5 provides 

details of the results for each project in the second round of impact assessments. Note that the project costs 

represent all expenditure by Wine Australia and its research partners, as well as any extension costs, adjusted 

to 2018 dollars. 

The results are more varied compared with the positive results for all programs in the 2015–16 assessment. 

Two of the five projects (Lees and Market access) recorded negative NPVs and benefit–cost ratios less than 

one (i.e. costs exceeded the measured benefits). Both the projects were relatively small projects in terms of 

the total expenditure. The other three projects recorded strongly positive NPVs, ranging between $780,000 

(Root zone salinity) to $4.86 million (Extension), and very good benefit-cost ratios of between 1.75 (Root zone 

salinity) and 4.20 (Phylloxera). The MIRR ranged from 4 per cent (both Lees and Market access) to 10 per 

cent (Phylloxera). 

This variation in the NPV and benefit–cost ratio outcomes is partly the result of the random selection of projects 

for the 2016–17 assessment. The fact that some projects recorded negative NPVs is unsurprising as research 

and development carries a risk of failure. As the projects were selected randomly, it should be expected that 
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some projects may deliver benefits insufficient to cover the project cost. As well, the results from the Market 

access project are highly sensitive to key assumptions, notably the attribution of success to the Wine Australia 

project. A plausible higher (less conservative) assumption results in a solidly positive result. 

The report does not provide an aggregate result, in part because of the difference in uncertainties about 

assumptions between programs. However, a simple summation shows that the five program areas provide an 

NPV of $8.67 million with a benefit-cost ratio of 2.40. 

In addition to the economic measures, the report lists benefits that were unable to be quantified due to 

constraints on data availability. These are provided in the summary tables in the report as well as in the details 

for each program. 

 

Table 5: Summary of ex-post evaluations of Wine Australia projects completed in 2016–17 

ECONOMIC 

MEASURE 

INVESTMENT PROGRAM 

Phylloxera 
Root Zone 

Salinity 
Lees Extension 

Market 

Access 

Present value of 

benefits ($m) 
$4.21 $1.82 $0.58 $7.28 $0.31 

Present value of 

costs ($m) 
$1.00 $1.04 $0.70 $2.42 $0.37 

Net present value 

($m) 
$3.21 $0.78 -$0.12 $4.86 -$0.60 

Benefit cost ratio 4.20 1.75 0.83 3.00 0.84 

Internal rate of return 

(%) 
30% 40% 2% 16% 2% 

Modified internal rate 

of return (%) 
10% 8% 4% 9% 4% 

Notes: Measures over 30 years at 5%, deflated to 2018 $. 

Source: AgEconPlus (March 2018), Benefit Cost Analysis of Wine Australia R&D Investments 2016-17. Report to Wine Australia 

 

As noted above, Wine Australia does not prepare impact assessments of its marketing and promotion 

programs and activities. These activities have intangible benefits which support the Australian wine and grape 

sector and its levy payers by helping ensure its long-term sustainability. One of these benefits is to encourage 

a positive view of Australian wine among consumers in a number of key export countries. Therefore, one way 

of indirectly measuring the value of these programs to levy payers is to assess consumer attitudes. 
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Wine Australia does this each year by engaging Wine Intelligence to measure consumer sentiment about 

Australian wine in eight countries: Canada (both English-speaking and in Quebec), China, UK, USA, Hong 

Kong, Singapore, Japan, South Korea and Australia. Australia is a new addition in 2017–18. Wine Australia 

sets targets each year based on an improvement from the previous year and measures success against these. 

The scoring system is on a scale of 1 to 10. A summary of results against these targets for 2017/18 for the 

eight countries is shown in Table 6 below. As can be seen, Wine Australia achieved all targets, except in the 

UK (although the UK increased from 8.04 to 8.12 in 16/17). 

 

Table 6: Consumer sentiment to Australian wine*: targets and achievements for 2017/18 

COUNTRY Target Achievement 

USA 8.13 8.14 

Canada (English) 8.05 8.24 

Canada (Quebec) 7.92 7.96 

Hong Kong 6.87 6.94 

Japan 7.47 7.52 

Singapore 7.29 7.38 

South Korea 6.51 6.94 

China 8.26 8.32 

UK 8.12 8.08 

Source: Wine Australia draft Performance Evaluation Report 2017–18 

* Response to the question: “How would you rate the quality of wines from the following countries? (1-10 scale)” 

 

8.4 COMMUNICATING THE DEMONSTRATED BENEFITS 

The results from the two sets of impact assessments demonstrate that Wine Australia’s RD&E activities are 

delivering significant value to the sector. This may not be evident to all in the sector, in part due to a lack of 

understanding about the benefit–cost methodology leading to scepticism about the results. This is always a 

challenge for RDCs, so a focus needs to be on clear communication of the methodology and the results, 

perhaps using case studies. 
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Wine Australia has released very good annual performance evaluation reports for both 2015–16 and 2016–

17. These report on: 

 Success against the two key outcomes set out in the Strategic Plan; 

 The key developments in the sector and achievements against each target for each of the 12 strategies, 

which include marketing, quality assurance, RD&E, market access, business intelligence, extension and 

corporate services and support; 

 The aggregate benefit-cost ratio for RD&E activities from the annual impact assessments; 

 A summary description and the key results from the impact assessments of the RD&E programs and 

projects, including a table of the key economic results from the impact assessments and the ‘unquantified’ 

benefits (i.e. social and environmental) from each program. For example, the 2016–17 Performance 

Evaluation Report included the information from the assessment of programs completed in 2015–16; and 

 High-level achievements for marketing against targets as well as the specific achievement for each 

activity within Strategy 1. 

These reports are clear, carrying the key messages in simple language supported by a good mix of 

infographics to improve readability.  

The information in the performance evaluation report is replicated in the annual report. As well, the Annual 

Report 2016–17 reports a summary from the impact assessments from the 2015–16 batch (Lean, Leadership 

– Future Leaders, Varieties and clones, Powdery mildew assessment and Wine flavours card). This summary 

information includes both the aggregate economic benefits as well as the program-by-program economic 

results as well as the non-measured, qualitative benefits (social and environmental) that could not be valued 

but were detailed in the reports from AgEconPlus. Readability of the results in the annual reports may be 

improved by including case studies of specific analyses of programs. 

 

Recommendation: Wine Australia should consider enhancing its performance reporting by developing case 

studies or other mechanisms for making outcomes more relatable to the average levy payer.  

 

Wine Australia is commended for preparing the annual performance evaluation reports. However, finding these 

reports on the Wine Australia website is by no means straightforward. They are included together with the 

Strategic Plan, the Annual Operational Plan, the Annual Report and other documents related to strategy, under 

‘About Us/Strategy and Reporting’. This is found only by going to the bottom of the home page as there is no 

access tab at the top of the home page.  

The full reports from the benefit-cost analyses in 2015–-16 and 2016–17 are now available on the Wine 

Australia website, but they are very difficult to find. Having the reports available and easy to find does not 

guarantee that they will be read, However, it does allow those inclined to access and read the results. It is 

acknowledged that the full reports may be difficult for the casual reader and layperson to read and understand. 

 

Recommendation: Wine Australia should make all documents relevant to performance reporting, including 

detailed impact assessments, available on its website in a separate, clearly identified ‘Performance Evaluation’ 

section. 
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Recommendation: Wine Australia should continue to report publicly the benchmarked measures of its 

marketing and promotion activities against the results from prior years. It should also investigate how measures 

of marketing and promotion activities can be incorporated into structured impact assessment methodology of 

RD&E projects for ex-post assessment, either using the existing methodology or investigating development of 

an economic partial equilibrium model. 

 

8.5 LEVY-PAYER PERCEPTIONS OF VALUE 

Whilst they do not provide a ‘hard’, objective measure of the benefits delivered by an RDC, stakeholder surveys 

can provide valuable insights into the perceptions of value delivered. Most of the RDCs commission regular 

stakeholder surveys to track stakeholder satisfaction and to gather feedback on matters such as the quality 

and type of engagement by the organisation, where and how respondents prefer to access information and so 

on. Examples are CRDC, Dairy Australia and Australian Wool Innovation. 

Wine Australia conducts annual surveys of levy payers and other stakeholders to gauge satisfaction with 

services such as the information provided by the Market Insights team. The survey does not extend to 

perceptions of the value delivered more broadly by Wine Australia. 

 

Recommendation: Wine Australia should consider broadening its annual stakeholder survey to collect more 

information on stakeholder perceptions of its performance. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This review has found that Wine Australia is a very well-managed, high-performing organisation that is highly 

respected by its stakeholders. Corporate governance is strong, compliance with the considerable obligations 

conferred upon statutory RDCs is very sound, the Board and management are well regarded, and corporate 

culture is very positive. Plans and reports are of exemplary quality. Wine Australia has very good relationships 

with stakeholders and is highly collaborative with other organisations. There is good evidence for the delivery 

of benefits to the grape and wine sector. 

There is no evidence for Wine Australia having failed to fulfil, or being at risk of not fulfilling, all of the obligations 

imposed by its Funding Agreement with the Commonwealth or the Wine Australia Act. 

The review has identified several areas in which improvements might be made to the performance of Wine 

Australia. Most of these improvements relate to how Wine Australia should report on its performance to 

stakeholders. Eleven draft recommendations are made. These are listed below, and each is rated either: 

 Critical: should be implemented as a matter of urgency in order for Wine Australia to meet its legal and 

regulatory obligations. 

 Important: actions that are expected to deliver significant benefits to the organisation and sector. 

 Better practice: expected to deliver incremental performance improvements. 

It is noteworthy that no recommendations are rated as ‘critical’. 

 

 RECOMMENDATION PRIORITY 

1 The Wine Australia Board should consider an externally-facilitated Board performance 

review during the life of each Board, perhaps at the two-year mark. 

Better 

practice 

2 The Board of Wine Australia should consider discussing with government the convention 

by which the appointment of the CEO of Wine Australia is ratified by Cabinet. 

Better 

practice 

3 Wine Australia should continue with its current evaluation processes for Priority 2 of the 

Strategic Plan but also continue to look for additional measures to allow comparison of key 

practices and costs with competitive countries. 

Important 

4 Wine Australia should publish quantitative data showing its RD&E investment portfolio 

balance in each of its AOPs (indicative planned), annual reports (actual for the year) and 

performance evaluation reports. 

Better 

practice 

5 Wine Australia should review the way it manages extension and adoption of R&D 

outcomes and consider whether a more structured approach is required. 

Better 

practice 

6 Wine Australia should upgrade its evaluation framework, in association with the 

development of the next Strategic Plan, to provide much more detailed information about 

how monitoring, evaluation and reporting will be conducted. 

Important 
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 RECOMMENDATION PRIORITY 

7 Wine Australia should take the opportunity from the future availability of a levy-payer 

register to enhance its direct engagement with grapegrowers, and in particular, to continue 

to build its relationship with inland associations. 

Better 

practice 

8 Wine Australia should consider enhancing its performance reporting by developing case 

studies or other mechanisms for making outcomes more relatable to the average levy 

payer. 

Better 

practice 

9 Wine Australia should make all documents relevant to performance reporting, including 

detailed impact assessments, available on its website in a separate, clearly identified 

‘Performance Evaluation’ section. 

Better 

practice 

10 Wine Australia should continue to report publicly the benchmarked measures of its 

marketing and promotion activities against the results from prior years. It should also 

investigate how measures of marketing and promotion activities can be incorporated into 

structured impact assessment methodology of RD&E projects for ex-post assessment, 

either using the existing methodology or investigating development of an economic partial 

equilibrium model. 

Better 

practice 

11 Wine Australia should consider broadening its annual stakeholder survey to collect more 

information on stakeholder perceptions of its performance. 

Better 

practice 
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APPENDIX 1: DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

ACTS AND FUNDING AGREEMENT 

 Funding Agreement 2015-19 between the Commonwealth of Australia represented by the Department of 

Agriculture and the Australian Grape and Wine Authority 

 Primary Industries Research and Development Act 1989 

 Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013 

 Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Rule 2014 

 Grape and Wine Legislation Amendment (Australian Grape and Wine Authority) Act 2013 

 Wine Australia Act 2013 

 Australian Grape and Wine Authority Amendment (Wine Australia) Act 2017 

 Letter from Minister Joyce to AGWA Chair re Funding Agreement, 23 May 2015  

 AGWA Funding Agreement consultation meeting with DAWR, minutes, 28 October 2015 

 Email exchange between DAWR and AGWA re program and evaluation frameworks, April/May 2016  

CORPORATE AND GOVERNANCE 

 Compliance measures: overview, undated 

 Risk management plan 2017-2018 and register 

 Event risk assessments for Australia Decanted, VinExpo  

 Intellectual property management plan and register 

 Trademark register 

 Procurement policy 

 Australian National Audit Office, Audit strategy – Wine Australia, June 2018 

 Ernst and Young, Independent assurance report to the board of directors of Wine Australia, August 2018  

STRATEGIC AND OPERATIONAL PLANS, ANNUAL AND RELATED REPORTS 

 Wine Australia Strategic Plan 2015-20 

 Letter from AGWA Chair to Minister Joyce to re submission of strategic plan, 30 April 2015  

 AGWA Annual Operational Plan 2015-16 

 Wine Australia Annual Operational Plans 2016-17, 2017-18  

 AGWA Annual Reports 2015-16, 2016-17  

RD&E MANAGEMENT 

 Portfolio reporting matrix, spreadsheet 
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 CEO report to Board (excerpt on RD&E agreements), June 2017 

 Wine Australia / AWRI investment agreement, 2017 

 Wine Australia / SARDI investment agreement, 2018 

 WFA RAC terms of reference 

 Summary of recently-completed projects for RAC, May 2018 

 RD&E investment and review process, summary for RAC, undated 

 Preliminary and final project application templates 

 Project assessment template 

 Ten-year R&D vision – Wine Australia, undated 

MARKETING AND EXPORT AND REGIONAL WINE SUPPORT PACKAGE (ERWSP) 

 ERWSP monthly progress reports, November 2017 – September 2018 

 ERWSP annual progress report 2017/18 

 ERWSP stage 1: business plan (ACIL Allen 2017) 

 ERWSP AOP 2017-18 

 ERWSP Delivery Committee fortnightly meeting minutes, 31 July 2017 – 26 September 2018 

 Commonwealth Grant Agreement, 5 January 2017 [for Phase 1 of the Package] 

 Commonwealth Grant Agreement Deed of Variation, 26 April 2017 

 Commonwealth Grant Agreement, 20 June 2017 [for Phase 2 of the Package] 

 Commonwealth Grant Agreement Deed of Variation, 11 December 2017 

 USA Roadshow, presentation by Andreas Clark, April 2018 

EXTENSION AND COMMUNICATION 

 Regional Program – improving for the future, May 2016 

 Regional Programs guidelines 2017-22 

 Regional Program 2017-22 strategic plan and 2018-19 AOP template 

 Regional Program partners’ meeting agenda, July 2018 

 MOU between AGWA, Victorian Wine Industry Association, Murray Valley Winegrowers, AWRI and State 

of Victoria, November 2014 

 Wine Australia e-newsletter (monthly) – various editions 2018 

 RD&E e-newsletter (monthly) – various editions 2018 

 Market bulletin (weekly) – various editions 2018 

 Exporter news (bi-monthly) – various editions 2018 

 McLaren Vale Grape Wine & Tourism Association weekly bulletin, 28 June 2018 
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

 Evaluation framework, May 2016 

 Performance evaluation framework 2015-20 

 Performance evaluation reports 2015-16, 2016-17 

 IDA Economics, Cost benefit analysis of wine grape rootstock research, development and extension, 

November 2014  

 Gillespie Economics and AgEconPlus Consulting, Benefit cost analysis of Wine Australia R&D 

investments 2015-2016, June 2017  

 AgEconPlus Consulting, Benefit cost analysis of Wine Australia R&D investments 2016-2017, March 

2018 

INDUSTRY SURVEYS AND STATISTICS 

 Wine Australia, Australian wine sector 2017 at a glance  

 Wine Australia Export Report 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018 

 State of the sector report. Uniquely Australia: fresh, authentic, exciting, January 2018 

 Wine imports into Australia MAT April 2018 

 IRI, IRI liquor outlook – industry release, May 2018 

 Ciatti Global Wine and Grape Brokers, Global market report, June 2018  

 Current export performance for Australian wine, presentation by Peter Bailey, Exporter Update 2018 
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APPENDIX 2: OBLIGATIONS OF WINE AUSTRALIA UNDER THE FUNDING 
AGREEMENT: SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE 

The following table provides a listing of Wine Australia’s obligations under the its Funding Agreement. In each case, this review found that: 

 There was positive evidence of fulfilment of the obligation; 

 There was indirect evidence that the obligation had been fulfilled, for example the advice of DAWR representatives; or 

 The obligation was not relevant during the review period. 

Note that the Funding Agreement refers to ‘AWGA’ throughout, although this has been changed to ‘Wine Australia’ below. 

 

FUNDING AGREEMENT OBLIGATION CLAUSE(S) 

Compliance with legislation 

Comply with the Wine Australia Act, the Regulations and the PGPA Act  3.1 

Corporate governance and Board performance 

Comply with corporate governance requirements in the PGPA Act and implement a framework of good corporate governance practice, drawing on better practice guidance 

as appropriate 

4.1 
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FUNDING AGREEMENT OBLIGATION CLAUSE(S) 

Ensure that up to date information is available on web site including relevant documents (Funding Agreement, plans, annual reports, performance review report etc); 

priorities used to determine funding; desired outcomes, key activities and key achievements; and key RDE and marketing activities that are being funded 

4.2 

Information in 4.2 not to include personal information (Privacy Act 1988), confidential information etc, or information that might damage Wine Australia, the industry or the 

national interest 

4.3 

Persons appointed to Wine Australia committees, panels etc to disclose any related pecuniary interests 4.4 

Payment of funds 

Pay within 30 days any amount invoiced to Wine Australia by the C’th for expenses relevant to levy collection, administration etc 5.2 

Provide invoice and evidence to C’th of R&D expenditure for matching funding; final claim for financial year to be supported by independent audit report 5.4-5.8 

Application of the funds 

Spend the funds in accordance with R&D plan, annual operation plan and guidelines 6.1 

Spend funds on R&D only if they relate to and are of benefit to the industry; and/or are for the benefit of industry and for the Australian community generally 6.2 

Not use the funds to engage in agri-political activity or advocacy, e.g. act as industry representative body (IRB) 6.3 

Payments to declared representative organisation(s) for consultation to be made in accordance with section 10D of the Act  6.4 
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FUNDING AGREEMENT OBLIGATION CLAUSE(S) 

Funds not to be spent on IRBs except for membership fees where this contributes to achievement of Wine Australia objects, or to acquire goods or services or to fund R&D 

or marketing activities only if funding occurs in accordance with PGPA Act, C’th Grant Rules and Guidelines or C’th Procurement Rules, and funding arrangement includes 

measures to allow performance assessment (latter to be provided to the C’th on request) 

6.5 

Seek consultation with C’th on any matter connected with the Act or Agreement if needed 6.6 

Determine appropriate balanced portfolio through R&D plan and annual operational plan (AOP) and explain approach to this in R&D plan 6.7, 10.7 

Contribute to the implementation of relevant industry and cross-sectoral strategies under the RD&E Framework 6.8 

Provide feedback on the outcomes of funding applications to all applicants 6.9 

Management of the funds 

Establish appropriate accounting systems, procedures and controls in accordance with PGPA Act including cost allocation policy 7.1 

Extension of research  

Carry out functions under section 7 of the Act, contribute to implementation of RD&E Framework strategies 9.1 

Demonstrate that pathways to extension and adoption are incorporated into the planning and approval process 9.2 
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FUNDING AGREEMENT OBLIGATION CLAUSE(S) 

Planning 

Develop and maintain a program framework to support planning, performance and accountability requirements under the PGPA Act (Chap 2, Part 2- 3) and this agreement 

within 6 months of agreement date 

10.1 

Program framework to inform development of key planning and reporting documents and include specifications of planned outcomes (results, consequences and impacts). 

Outcome statements to: be specific, focused and easily interpreted; identify intended outputs and level of achievement against intended outcomes being measurable; 

specify target groups (where identifiable) for outcomes; specify programs, subprograms, key deliverables and activities; and be agreed by key stakeholders and C’th as 

part of R&D plan development. Each program to have KPIs that provide an accurate and succinct story of performance, KPIs to be: in the R&D plan, strategic and linked 

to planned outputs and outcomes; in the AOP, linked to deliverables; in the annual report, KPIs from R&D plan and AOP brought together to demonstrate how deliverables 

advanced the outcomes; and clear, unambiguous, measurable and timebound. Program framework also to include expected total costs (direct and indirect) of each program, 

and an evaluation framework 

10.2 

The program framework should be supported by a structured cost allocation policy 10.3 

Evaluation framework to be developed within 6 months of agreement date, which must: support the program framework; ensure key performance-related information is 

generated by the program framework and routinely collected and monitored; include structured plan for the systematic evaluation of the efficiency, effectiveness and impact 

of key investments; and include a means of publishing and disseminating relevant R&D outcomes and outcomes of evaluations undertaken 

10.4 

Consult with C’th in preparing the evaluation plan, participate in any cross-RDC evaluation project relevant to Wine Australia, demonstrate commitment to provide adequate 

expenditure for evaluation 

10.5 

Prepare corporate plan per sections 31 of the Act and ensure consistency with program framework 10.6 
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FUNDING AGREEMENT OBLIGATION CLAUSE(S) 

R&D plan to cover at least collaboration with other RDCs on priority R&D issues; broad overview of priorities and outcomes from stakeholder consultation; consultation with 

industry and explanation on extent to which its priorities are reflected in the plan; key deliverables; performance indicators; how the R&D and other activities align with and 

give effect to the guidelines; extension, technology transfer and commercialisation; estimates of income and expenditure over the life of the plan (R&D and other activities 

separately); and an explanatory statement on approach to balanced portfolio 

10.7 

In developing or varying the R&D plan, develop a consultation plan including C’th, the representative organisation and other stakeholders including other RDCs 10.8 

For minor variations to the R&D plan, consult in accordance with section 24 of the Act but may seek C’th approval not to deve lop a consultation plan 10.9 

Consultation plan to be agreed with C’th prior to commencement 10.10 

Prepare an AOP in accordance with section 31F of the Act, provide to C’th by 1 July each year 10.12, 10.13 

AOP to set out the intended operations of Wine Australia, how and to what extent R&D and other activities to be funded give effect to the R&D plan and its objectives and 

the guidelines; the key R&D and other activities to be funded during the financial year under each program; key deliverables arising from the R&D and other activities 

planned; performance indicators, timetables and milestones relating to the R&D and other activities; estimates of income and expenditure; and statement on how Wine 

Australia intends to implement and operationalise balanced portfolio appropriate to the sector for the year 

10.13 

Submit all AOPs and material variations or updates to C’th within 30 days of adoption by Wine Australia 10.14 

Develop, maintain and implement risk management and internal control systems consistent with the PGPA Act, including fraud control plan, risk management plan and 

intellectual property (IP) management plan 

10.16 

Review the IP management plan at intervals of no more than four years 10.17 
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FUNDING AGREEMENT OBLIGATION CLAUSE(S) 

Provide fraud control, risk management and IP management plans or amendments to the C’th within 30 days of Board approval 10.18 

Reports 

Provide to the C’th, within 5 months after the end of the financial year, a compliance assurance report regarding compliance with obligations under the Act and the agreement  11.1 

Compliance audit report to include statement from independent auditor providing opinion on whether Wine Australia has complied with clauses 6 and 7 of the agreement 

during the financial year, which must be prepared in accordance with Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards; include statement that Wine Australia has complied 

with clause 6.5 and that accounting systems processes and controls comply with 7.1; include a review of amounts spent on R&D and other activities and verify claims made 

for matching R&D funding under clause 5.5 with the amount of eligible R&D expenditure; indicating any limitations to the report; and indicating any incidences of non-

compliance and assessing and reporting on the impact of those incidences 

11.2 

Compliance assurance report to also include certification from the Board, signed by Chair and Executive Director certifying that in the Board’s opinion Wine Australia has 

materially complied with its obligations under the Act and the agreement during the relevant financial year, or has not, with explanation of non-compliances 

11.3 

Compliance assurance report to also include statement that it has been prepared for the C’th for purposes of the agreement and acknowledgement that it will be relied 

upon by the C’th 

11.4 

Compliance assurance report need not include an opinion on whether the funds have been applied for the benefit of industry, or have been spent in a proper manner or on 

advocacy or agri-political activities 

11.5 

If the C’th requests an audit report or opinion on compliance, comply with C’th request at Wine Australia expense 11.6-11.7 

Prepare annual report in accordance with the Act, section 46 of the PGPA Act and the agreement – additional information required only by the agreement may be provided 

to the C’th separately 

11.8-11.9 
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FUNDING AGREEMENT OBLIGATION CLAUSE(S) 

Include in the annual report: a report on contribution to implementation of relevant industry and cross-sectoral strategies under the RD&E Framework; rationale for the mix 

of projects in balanced portfolio; research extension activities; collaboration with industry and other research providers; sources of income allowing for separate identification 

of R&D and C’th matching payments and any other forms of income and, if applicable other forms of income including any voluntary contributions; the full cost of R&D and 

other activities with costs allocated in accordance with the cost allocation policy; progress made in implementing R&D Plans, including progress against KPIs and 

achievement of key deliverables and associated outcomes specified in the plans; an assessment of the efficiency and effectiveness of investments; progress in implementing 

the guidelines; consultation with the representative organisation on R&D plan and AOPs, R&D and extension and other activities; and other relevant matters notified by the 

C’th 

11.10 

Provide to the C’th any other report requested within specified timeframe and in consultation with the C’th on any action required 11.11-11.12 

Review of performance / performance management 

Complete a performance review 6 months before expiry of agreement; engage independent organisation to undertake and report on review; agree terms of reference of 

the review 6 months prior to commencement with the C’th; provide the C’th with the draft review report and any Board comments within 7 days of the Board considering 

the draft; provide the C’th with the final review report within 14 days of acceptance by the Board; develop a response to final review report and proposed implementation 

plan for recommendations within 3 months of Board acceptance; provide response to the C’th within 30 days of Board’s acceptance of response; report to the C’th progress 

in implementing the review recommendations at 6-monthly meetings; and publish performance review report and response on website 

12.1 

Independent organisation engaged to do review not to have carried out corporate governance or related activities for Wine Australia within term of the agreement 12.2 

Terms of reference for review to take into account the performance of Wine Australia in meeting its obligations under the Act and agreement; development and 

implementation of R&D plan, AOP, risk management, fraud control and IP management plans and effectiveness in meeting priorities, targets and budgets set out in the 

plans; efficiency with which plans were carried out; efficiency and effectiveness of Wine Australia investments; delivery of benefits to industry foreshadowed in the plans 

and assessment of the degree to which investments have met the needs of the industry; and any other matters required by the Minister  

12.3 
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FUNDING AGREEMENT OBLIGATION CLAUSE(S) 

Cooperate with and respond to any other review of Wine Australia undertaken by the C’th 13.1-13.4 

Consultations 

Chair or other Board nominee to meet with the C’th at no more than 6-monthly intervals from agreement date or at any other requested time on reasonable notice to brief 

the C’th on performance of functions including progress on implementing the AOP and R&D plan; progress on implementation of relevant RD&E Framework strategies; 

consultation with other RDCs and representative organisation; measures taken to enhance corporate governance; progress in developing and implementing the evaluation 

framework; progress on implementing the recommendations from the most recent performance review; and development and implementation of additional systems, 

processes and controls to meet the agreement (7.1)  

14.1 

Must meet with representative organisation at not more than 6-monthly intervals to review industry priorities for R&D and other investments, including regional equity 

considerations; and report on performance against the R&D plan and AOP 

14.2 

Directors to notify the C’th if any proposed change to the guidelines by the Minister would require the directors to act, or omit to act, in a manner that may breach any duty 

owed by the directors to any person, cause the contravention of any law, be likely to prejudice commercial activities carried on by or on behalf of Wine Australia, or be 

contrary to the public interest 

14.4 

Access to records and use of information 

Grant access to premises or data, accounts etc if required by the Minister or the Finance Minister under the PGPA Act 15.1-15.4 

Use any confidential information provided for proper purpose and not disclose 15.5-15.7 
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FUNDING AGREEMENT OBLIGATION CLAUSE(S) 

Grant the C’th a permanent, irrevocable, royalty-free worldwide non-exclusive licence to use, reproduce, modify, adapt, distribute, communicate and publish all or part of 

any report or plan provided to the C’th excluding any confidential information and any material, including any image or text, identified by Wine Australia as being material 

in which a third party owns the copyright 

15.8 

Notification of significant issues 

In addition to the duties under the PGPA Act, give the C’th reasonable notice of any significant issues that may affect or have affected Wine Australia or any of its subsidiaries 16.1 

Acknowledgement of funding 

Ensure all significant publications and publicity acknowledge the provision of Australian Government funding where applicable 17.1 
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APPENDIX 3: OBLIGATIONS OF WINE AUSTRALIA UNDER THE WINE AUSTRALIA 
ACT: SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE 

The following table provides a listing of Wine Australia’s obligations under the Wine Australia Act. In each case, this review found that: 

 There was positive evidence of fulfilment of the obligation; 

 There was indirect evidence that the obligation had been fulfilled, for example the advice of DAWR representatives; or 

 The obligation was not relevant during the review period. 

Note that this table does not provide a full listing of all provisions of the Act in which Wine Australia has some involvement. It does not list the provisions pertaining to Part 

IV – Wine Australia Selection Committee; Part VIA – Label integrity program; Part VIB – Protection of geographical indications and other terms; and certain other 

provisions.  

 

WINE AUSTRALIA ACT OBLIGATION SECTION 

Part II – Wine Australia 

Division 1 – Establishment, functions and powers of the Authority 

Wine Australia: is a body corporate, continues from the AGWA etc. 6 

Functions: investigate etc R&D requirements; coordinate and fund R&D; monitor, evaluate and report activities; assess and report impacts; disseminate and commercialise 

R&D results; implement, facilitate and administer programs as directed by the Minister re wine, cider and international wine tourism etc; administer grant programs as directed 

by the Minister re wine; control the export of grape products from Australia; promote the consumption and sale of grape products in Australia and overseas; such other 

functions as conferred by the Act, regulations or other law; anything incidental to the above 

7 
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WINE AUSTRALIA ACT OBLIGATION SECTION 

Constitutional limits: specified 7A 

Uniformity: powers must not be exercised such that bounty would not be uniform throughout the C’th 7B 

Power to enter into arrangements etc: general – all things necessary for performance of functions; specific – give effect to a prescribed wine-trading agreement etc  8 

Power enter into arrangements, agreements 10 

Agreements for carrying out R&D activities by other persons: provisions that may be included in agreements 10A 

Agreements for carrying out R&D activities and marketing activities with other persons: provisions that may be included in agreements 10B 

Grants relating to R&D activities: may make grants to states 10C 

Consultations with persons and organisations: provisions to consult with industry persons and bodies, meet travel expenses incurred by consultees and other expenses 

subject to Ministerial guidelines 

10D 

Committees: Wine Australia may appoint to assist it, must include one director 11 

Wine Australia does not have privileges and immunities of the Crown 11A 

Division 2 – Constitution and membership of Wine Australia 

Constitution: Wine Australia is a body corporate, must have seal, may hold property etc, may sue and be sued; PGPA Act applies 12 
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WINE AUSTRALIA ACT OBLIGATION SECTION 

Membership: Chair, 5-7 other directors 13 

Appointment of directors: appointed by Minister from nominations of Selection Committee; must have certain skills and balance across all directors; director cannot be 

executive member of representative organisation; Minister must consult any current directors and representative organisation; directors are part-time 

14 

Period of appointment for directors: as specified in instrument of appointment, not for more than 3 years; must not be reappointed more than once 15 

Acting directors: Minister may appoint acting Chair or directors in certain circumstances 16 

Deputy Chair: Wine Australia may appoint in writing 17 

Division 3 – Terms and conditions for directors of Wine Australia 

Remuneration: determined by Remuneration Tribunal; allowances as prescribed 18 

Disclosure of interests: Director who is a grape grower or winemaker is not taken to have a material personal interest for purposes of PGPA Act 19 

Outside employment: director must not engage in paid employment that creates conflict of interest 20 

Leave of absence: Chair may grant to director 21 

Resignation: director may resign by written notice to Minister 22 

Termination of appointment: Minister may terminate appointment of director for incapacity, bankruptcy etc, conflicting employment, unsatisfactory performance, absence for 

3 consecutive meetings without leave, assumption of position as executive of representative organisation (also under the PGPA Act) 

23 
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WINE AUSTRALIA ACT OBLIGATION SECTION 

Other terms and conditions: director holds office on terms and conditions set out by Minister 24 

Division 4 – Decision-making by Wine Australia 

Holding of meetings: as necessary; Chair may call meeting any time 25 

Presiding at meetings: Chair to preside at all meetings at which present; if Chair not present, Deputy Chair must preside if present; otherwise directors to appoint one of their 

number to preside 

26 

Quorum: majority; if director required to leave for PGPA Act purposes, remaining directors constitute a quorum 26A 

Voting at meetings: question decided by majority; presiding person has deliberative vote and casting vote if necessary 26B 

Conduct of meetings: Wine Australia to regulate as appropriate; invited persons may attend and may be paid 26C 

Minutes: must be kept 26D 

Part IVB – Annual general meeting of the grape industry and the wine industry 

Interpretation: provisions re eligible producers 29U 

List of producers: DAWR to produce after 30 September lists of persons liable to pay levies for previous year; Wine Australia not to use list for any other purpose than for this 

Part 

29V 

Wine Australia to convene annual general meeting: may convene, must convene if requested by representative organisation or 10 or more eligible producers 29W 
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WINE AUSTRALIA ACT OBLIGATION SECTION 

Purpose of annual general meeting: for eligible producers to consider most recent annual report; receive address by Chair concerning Wine Australia performance during 

year and outlook for industry in next year; question directors; debate and vote upon motions 

29X 

Conduct of AGM: may be attended by directors, eligible producers for that year, invitees of Wie Australia, employees as determined by Chair; Chair must preside where 

present; record of proceedings to be kept 

29Y 

Part V – Staff and consultants 

Employees: Wine Australia may engage employees as required and determine terms and conditions 30 

Consultants: Wine Australia may engage consultants as required and determine terms and conditions  

Part VA – Operation of Wine Australia 

Division 1 – Corporate plans 

Corporate plans – 5-year periods: must prepare and provide to Minister; to include principal objectives of Wine Australia and strategies and policies to be followed to achieve 

these; objectives and priorities relating to R&D and strategies and policies to be followed to achieve these; such other matters as required by the Minister; Wine Australia’s 

assessment of market / economic outlook; only of effect if approved by the Minister; may vary plan, subject to approval of Minister; Chair to keep Minister informed about 

matters that may significantly affect achievement of objectives or priorities; must consult representative organisations before preparing or varying a plan; designated 5-year 

periods defined as that beginning 1 July 2015 and each succeeding; first plan to be provided to Minister before 1 May 2015; section 35 of PGPA Act does not apply 

31 

Corporate plan – initial period: must prepare and provide to Minister corporate plan within 3 months of commencement; to cover beginning to 30 June 2015; other provisions 

as for 31 

31A 

Division 2 – Annual operational plans 
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WINE AUSTRALIA ACT OBLIGATION SECTION 

Wine Australia to develop annual operational plans: for each financial year, setting out particulars of the action that Wine Australia intends to take in order to give effect to or 

further, during that year, the matters set out in that corporate plan; must ensure first AOP developed within 3 months of commencement; first AOP to cover beginning to 30 

June 2015; each subsequent AOP to commence immediately after previous 

31F 

Division 3 – Directions  

Directions to Authority and Geographical Indications Committee: except as provided by this section or PGPA Act, Wine Australia not subject to direction by C’th unless Minister 

believes exceptional circumstances dictate, subject to provisions; Wine Australia to comply with such directions; this applies equally to the GIC 

31K 

Part VI – Finance  

Payments to Wine Australia: from Consolidated Revenue Fund, general and research components of wine grapes levy, wine export charge and grapes research levy collected 

by C’th, and one-half of R&D expenditure under s.35(1)(ac) 

32 

Limit on Commonwealth’s matching payments: in respect to GWRDC and Wine Australia 32A 

Retention limit for Commonwealth’s matching payments: payments to Wine Australia exceeding GVP to be refunded or withheld 32B 

Payments by Wine Australia to C’th: to be made where overpayment by C’th 33 

Borrowing: may borrow otherwise than from the C’th or raise money otherwise than by borrowing with approval of Minister; may deal with securities; may borrow or raise 

money in Australian or other currencies; definitions  

34 

Authority may give security: over land or assets 34A 
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WINE AUSTRALIA ACT OBLIGATION SECTION 

Borrowings not otherwise permitted 34B 

Application of money of Wine Australia: for activities undertaken in performance of functions; on expenses relating to Selection Committee; for payments to C’th as specified 

elsewhere in the Act; to fund R&D included in broad groupings of R&D activities in AOP; for levy expenses; for remuneration, allowances, fees or expenses payable under 

the Act; or for other authorised payments. Levy funds and matching C’th funds only to be spent on R&D and related activities and proportionate overheads. After 30/6/15, 

may only expend funds from C’th in accordance with funding agreement; Minister may enter into funding agreement; to be published on website 

35 

C’th to be paid levy expenses etc: Wine Australia to pay for levies collection and administration 36 

Annual report: to be prepared by directors and given to Minister under s46 of PGPA Act to include: (a) report on GIC for period; (b) all determinations of geographical 

indications, and translations of such indications, made by GIC during the period; (c) particulars of R&D activities funded; the amount spent on each activity; which of these 

related to ecologically sustainable development; the impact of the activities on the industry; agreements entered into under s10A and 10B and activities in relation to these; 

making of grants under s10C; activities relating to patents etc; activities of any company in which Wine Australia has an interest or relating to the formation of a company; and 

significant acquisitions / disposals of property; (d) assessment of extent of achievement of objectives of corporate plan and implementation of AOP; (e) assessment of the 

extent to which RDC has met objects of the Act; annual report to published on website after tabled in House of Reps 

38 

Accountability to representative organisations: Chair must, as soon as practicable after submission to Minister, provide annual report to rep orgs and arrange to attend each 

rep org’s annual conference or meeting of executive to enable annual report to be considered; Chair to deliver address on activities during report period and intended for next 

period; Chair to take questions 

38A 

Liability to taxation: subject to taxation except income tax under laws of C’th; not subject to taxation under a law of a State or Territory unless otherwise provided in regulations 39 

Part VI – Miscellaneous  
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WINE AUSTRALIA ACT OBLIGATION SECTION 

Delegation by Wine Australia: may delegate powers under Act to person or committee established under s11, other than powers under subsection 30(2) (determination of 

terms and conditions of principal employee) or power of delegation; any exercise of such powers will be deemed to an act of Wine Australia; delegation does not prevent 

exercise of power by Wine Australia 

43 
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